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1. Every effort has been made to ensure the accuracy of the description of lots but we hereby give
notice that all statements, whether spoken or written, are those of opinion only and we do not
hold ourselves liable for any errors or omissions. Obvious defects will be noted and unless stated
otherwise, all items are considered by us to be in at least good to very good condition. Customers
are reminded that certain lots may be fragile due to their age, wear, etc. When handling such material
on viewing day at Stoneleigh, you are asked to treat it with the utmost care and attention.
2. Carriage and packing will be charged extra at cost. We despatch items by Royal Mail Special
Delivery at a minimum change of £12 including VAT. Large consignments are sent by Parcel Post.
If you require your purchases to be sent by ordinary post, you must indicate this on your bidding
form. We always obtain and hold the certificate of posting, but can not accept liability for any loss or
damage in transit after items are handed over to Royal Mail, Parcel Force or courier.
3. Bids should be made on the Bidding Form provided with the catalogue. The Bidding Form may also
be downloaded from the website.
4. All lots in this section carry a reserve which is published and in all cases will be no less than a
minimum of £5. Bids may be for any amount in whole pounds (pence will be ignored) and the
highest bidder on any lot will be successful. The amount of the bid paid by the successful bidder,
which will be at one bidding step above the previous highest bidder, will be determined by bid
increments as defined in the following scale:
		Value of Bid
Increment
Value of Bid
Increment
		 Up to £10
£1
Between £100 and £500
£10
		 Between £10 and £30
£2
Between £500 and £1000
£20
		 Between £30 and £100
£5
Over £1000
£50
Please note that any bids received that do not conform to the increments shown in this table will be
rounded up to the next legal bid above. Any bid below the reserve price will be rounded up to it.
When there is only one bid at or above the reserve, the bidder will pay the reserve price. In the case
of equal highest bids, the lot will go to the first bid received. Any unsold lots will be available to buyers
for a period of 10 days after the auction at the reserve price on a “first come, first served” basis.
Alternative arrangements are in place for this auction only, please contact David Jones if you wish
to make an offer (enquiries@gcrauctions.co.uk, or telephone 01327 263633 or 01327 262193).
5. A Buyer’s Premium of 18% (including VAT) will be raised on all items at the time of settlement.
6. Payment can be made either by debit card or cheque. Your cheque, or debit card details, must
accompany your bid.
(i) Cheques should be made payable to “Great Central Railwayana Ltd” (please do not abbreviate)
with the amount left blank, and endorsed “Not To Exceed £XXX” where XXX is the total of all your
bids (or your spending limit) plus 18% Buyer’s Premium (including VAT) and an allowance for
packing and carriage. Please do not forget to sign your cheque! Your cheque will be shredded if you
are completely unsuccessful, otherwise we will enter on the cheque the amount due and a receipt
will be enclosed with the lots you have successfully purchased.
(ii) We accept payment by debit card. Debit card payements are free of surcharge. If you intend to
pay by debit card, your card details must be provided with your bids. This information will be stored
securely and shredded shortly after the sale closes.
For full Conditions of Sale, please see the main Stoneleigh Auction catalogue. They will also be on
display at Stoneleigh on 1st December.
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Purchasing an Unsold Lot after an Auction
If a sale lot fails to attract a valid bid by the closing date of a Postal Auction, it will be
shown as unsold in the Auction Results (available via the sheffieldrailwayana.co.uk
and gcrauctions.com websites). Any such unsold lots will be available to buyers
for a period of 10 days after the auction at the reserve price on a “first come, first
served” basis. There are alternative arrangements in place for this sale only, in this
instance, please contact David Jones to check if the lot is still available and to state
your interest in aquiring it.
Email: enquiries@gcrauctions.co.uk, or telephone 01327 263633 / 262193
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14 School Street, Woodford Halse, Daventry, Northants. NN11 3RL
Company Reg. No. 5405235			

VAT Reg. No. 864 7353 93

Advertisement
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Viewing
All the lots in this Postal Auction catalogue will be on view at the live Great Central Railwayana
Auction at Stoneleigh Park, Warwickshire, CV8 2LZ on Saturday 1st December 2018 from
8:00am to 1:00pm. Directions are shown at the back of the catalogue.

Completed bidding forms may be sent to the address shown on the form at any time before the
closing date/times. They may also be handed over to the stewards on duty in the viewing
room at Stoneleigh if desired (together with a “Not To Exceed” cheque or debit card details
in accordance with Condition 6 on page 1).

The Postal Auction section will close promptly at 5:00pm on
Tuesday, 11th December 2018.

Please note: The price shown in italics against each lot is the reserve or starting price.
Please note also: Bids received that do not conform to the increments shown in our Terms &
Conditions (Section 4) will be rounded up to the next legal bid above.

Lots 1 - 23: Books
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13

BARON NETTELBLADT "The Introduction of Platform Tickets in Great Britain 1913". Hardback
clothbound covers, 24pp plus plates, published by British Electric Automatic Machines Ltd in
1913. £10
PAPERBACK BOOKLET "To Whom are we Indebted for the Railway Ticket System". 20pp
reprint from the English Mechanic & World of Science dated August 1878. Plus "Passenger
Tickets" by Wiener. Paperback, 300+pp published by The Railway Gazette circa 1940s. (2) £10
DODSON & BELCHER: "Scenery of The Whitby & Pickering Railway". Hardback, 115pp
published by Longman in 1836. Ex Railway Club Library and with wear and foxing. £10
RICHARD FURNESS "Poster to Poster. Railway Journeys in Art. Vol.1 Scotland". Hardback with
dust jacket, 242pp, published by the author in 2009. Signed by the author. £10
RICHARD FURNESS "Poster to Poster. Railway Journeys in Art. Vol.3 The Midlands and Wales".
Hardback with dust jacket, 209pp, published by the author in 2011. Signed by the author. £10
RICHARD FURNESS "Poster to Poster. Railway Journeys in Art. Vol.4 The Eastern Counties".
Hardback with dust jacket, 256pp, published by the author in 2011. Slight creasing to edge of
covers. Signed by the author. £10
RICHARD FURNESS "Poster to Poster. Railway Journeys in Art. Vol.5 London and the South
East". Hardback with dust jacket, 256pp, published by the author in 2012. Signed by the author.
£10

TWO VOLUME work "The Railways of Great Britain - A Historical Atlas" by Colonel Michael
H.Cobb. Green hardback covers in green slipcase, 600+pp, first edition published by Ian Allan in
2003. Spines slightly faded. £30
HARDBACK BOOK "Locomotive Cyclopedia of American Practice". 1372pp published by
Simmons-Boardman. 8th edition dated 1927. Minor wear. generally OK. £10
HARDBACK BOOK: "Car Builders Cyclopedia of American Practice". 1192pp published by
Simmons-Boardman, 10th edition dated 1922. Some foxing to end pages otherwise OK. £10
HARDBACK BOOK "Car Builders Cyclopedia of American Practice". 1288pp published by
Simmons-Boardman, 12th edition dated 1928. Covers a little rubbed at edges but generally
good condition. £10
HARDBACK BOOK: "Car Builders Cyclopedia of American Practice". 1444pp published by
Simmons-Boardman, 17th edition dated 1946. Covers a little rubbed. £10
HARDBACK BOOK "Steam" published by Babcock & Wilcox Co. in 1898. 154pp relating the
generation and use of steam with particular reference to company products. First British edition,
adapted into an American edition. Covers bumped. £10
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14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23

BROWNLIE J: "Railway Steam Cranes". Hardback with dust jacket, 369pp published by the
author in 1973. Wear to dust jacket. £5
H.WALDORP. Paperback booklet "Onze Nederlandsche Locomotieven in Woord en Beeld".
75pp photo illustrated guide to Dutch locomotives. Published 1932. Covers loose. £10
RAILWAY GAZETTE published "Overseas Railways 1949". Coloured pictorial paperback covers
showing North British locos, 178pp review of railways overseas including many adverts. £5
RAILWAY GAZETTE published "Overseas Railways 1950". Coloured pictorial paperback covers
showing North British locos, 190pp review of railways overseas including many adverts. £5
PAPERBACK BOOKLET "The Evolution of the Locomotive Engine" by Theodore West (ex-Chief
Draughtsman NER). 24 plates, string bound, landscape format, published by Dresser & Sons
circa 1900s. £5
C.LANGLEY ALDRICH published booklet "GER Detailed Loco Stock List as at 1st April 1921".
34pp spotters type book. £5
JOWETT A: "Jowett's Railway Atlas". Hardback plus dust jacket, 200+pp published by Guild
Publishing in 1989. Minor faults to dust jacket. £5
A & C BLACK published hardback book with dust jacket "Railway Signalling" edited by OS Nock.
312pp published in 1982. £5
WILLIAMS C. Three paperback register and supplements re LNWR engines, compiled and
published by C.Williams. Dated 1912 - 1924. (3) £5
INSTITUTION OF LOCOMOTIVE ENGINEERS paper "The Electrification of the LBSCR
Suburban System" by Montague Long. 56pp dated 1912. Plus reprinted article from the Railway
Magazine "The Genesis of the LBSCR", same author and an unused LBSCR notebook. (3) £5

Lots 24 - 27: Early Railway Guide Books
24
25
26

27

CASSELL'S OFFICIAL GUIDE TO THE LSWR dated 1887. Part leather bound hardback covers
(contemporary but probably not as originally published), 364pp plus fold out maps. Covers
rubbed. £10
DRAKE'S "Road Book of the London and Birmingham Railway". Hardback with title in gold on
front, 112pp plus adverts and fold out timetable. Dated 1839. Covers very worn, tape repairs to
timetable. £10
McCORMICK & GEMMELL published "Guide to the Glasgow & Ayrshire Railway with descriptions
of the Glasgow and Edinburgh and Glasgow and Greenock Railways to Ayr and its Environs and
to the Land of Burns". Hardback, clothbound covers with title in gold on front, 110pp plus fold out
map. Dated 1841. Minor wear. £10
PARRY'S RAILWAY COMPANION from Chester to Holyhead and guide to Dublin. Clothbound
boards with title in gold on front. 158pp plus fold out map, circa 1849. Bindings very loose,
covers worn and faded. £10

Lots 28 - 35: Reports and Records
28
29
30
31
32

BOUND VOLUME of the minutes of proceedings of the Joint Committee on Railway (Road
Transport) bills. 250+pp in foolscap sized part leather bound hardback covers. Dated 1928.
Spine very rubbed/worn. £10
HMSO published "Railway Returns of the Capital, Traffic, Receipts and Working expenditure of
the Railway Companies of the UK for the year 1920". Foolscap sized, blue covers, 280pp. Cover
wear. £10
MINISTRY OF TRANSPORT report of the committee on main line railway electrification. Blue
paperback covers, foolscap sized, 57pp plus maps. Dated 1931. £10
ALBUM containing notes and drawings on LBSCR and LSWR loco, wagon, station and signalling.
Unofficial, produced circa 1930s. £10
Five GWR London Area Lecture and Debating Society papers. Various subjects, dated between
1923 and 1928. (5) £5
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33
34
35

BR reports. BR(M) Proposed Power Schemes & Abolition of Signal Boxes (August 1961), BR(S)
Future Signal Boxes Appendix A Boxes & Signalling Staff (early 1970s), folder of signalling
drawings, SGE Signals Ltd Geographical System Circuit Manual (December 1963). (4) £10
BR(M) foolscap sized document "Freight Policy Local Area Wagon Load Studies report on
Crewe Primary Yard Area". 20+ typescript pages dated February 1970. £10
BR(M) foolscap sized document "Modernisation and Re-equipment of British Railways". 40+
typescript pages plus charts and appendices. Dated November 1955. £10

Lots 36 - 61: Royal Train Notices
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
50
51
52

LBSCR supplementary notice No.13 re royal train for King Edward VII from Victoria to Portsmouth
Dockyard on March 27th 1902. 4pp on lilac coloured paper, foolscap sized, edges faded. £10
LBSCR supplementary notice No.29 re royal train for King Edward VII from Victoria to Portsmouth
Dockyard on July 15th 1902. 4pp on green coloured paper, foolscap sized, edges faded. £10
LBSCR second supplementary notice No.9 re royal train for the Princess of Wales from Victoria
to Bognor and back on February 25th 1902. 3pp on lilac coloured paper, foolscap sized, edges
faded and brittle. £10
LBSCR supplementary notice No.14 re royal train for King Edward VII from Victoria to Portsmouth
Dockyard on March 30th 1903. 4pp on lilac coloured paper, foolscap sized, edges faded and
brittle. £10
LBSCR supplementary notice No.27 re royal train for King Edward VII from Singleton to Victoria
on June 29th 1903. 4pp on pale orange coloured paper, foolscap sized, tear to top edge. £10
LBSCR supplementary notice No.22 re royal train for King Edward VII from Victoria to Epsom
Downs and back on May 26th - 29th 1903. 3pp on salmon coloured paper, foolscap sized, edges
faded and brittle. £10
LBSCR supplementary notice No.8 re royal train for King Edward VII from Portsmouth Dockyard
to Victoria on February 22nd 1904. 4pp on pale orange coloured paper, foolscap sized. £10
LBSCR supplementary notice No.23 re royal train for the Prince of Wales and the King of Spain
from Portsmouth Dockyard to Victoria on June 5th 1905. 5pp on green coloured paper, foolscap
sized, edges faded and brittle. £10
LBSCR supplementary notice No.24 re royal train for King Edward VII and Queen Alexandra
from Victoria to Midhurst and back on June 13th 1906. 5pp on lilac coloured paper, foolscap
sized, edges faded and brittle. £10
LBSCR second supplementary notice No.30 re royal train for King George V from Portsmouth
Dockyard to Victoria on July 20th 1914. 5pp on lilac coloured paper, foolscap sized, edges faded
and brittle. £10
LNWR invitation card to view the procession for the diamond jubilee of Queen Victoria from the
company's office at Parliament Street on June 22nd 1897. 6½" x 4½" thin card with company
coat of arms at top. Scuff on rear where removed from album. £10
BR(S) Royal Train timetable card for trains between Waterloo & Fort Brockhurst and Fareham &
Waterloo on 21st November 1952. 1pp thin card, gold and blue print, small stains on front. £10
BR(W) Royal Train notice No.80 re train from Paddington to Cheltenham and return on 25th April
1951. 7pp. £10
BR(W) Royal Train notice No.20 re train from Paddington to Swansea and Margam and return
on 7th & 8th May 1952. 9pp. £10
BR(W) Royal Train notice No.30 re train from Paddington to Plymouth and return on 19th & 20th
May 1954. 10pp. £10
BR(W) Royal Train notice No.30 re train from Paddington to Swansea and Carmarthen to
Paddington 27th - 29th May 1959. 15pp. £10
BR(W) Royal Train notice No.40 re train from Paddington to Liskeard on 9th & 10th June 1959.
12pp. £10
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53
54
55
56
57
58
59
60
61

BR(W) Royal Train notice No.40 re train from Paddington to Plymouth Docks on 17th & 18th
March 1960. 16pp. £10
BR(E) Royal Train notice No.R39 re train from King's Lynn to Liverpool Street on 3rd February
1964. 4pp. £10
BR(E) Royal Train notice No.R48 re train from Liverpool Street to King's Lynn on 30th December
1966. 4pp. £10
BR(E) Royal Train notice No.R49 re train from King's Lynn to Liverpool Street and return on 14th
January 1967. 8pp. £10
BR(E) Royal Train notice No.R53 re train from Liverpool Street to King's Lynn on 29th December
1967. 4pp. £10
BR(E) Royal Train notice No.R59 re train from Liverpool Street to King's Lynn on 28th December
1968. 4pp. £10
BR(E) Royal Train notice No.R61 re train from Liverpool Street to King's Lynn on 10th January
1969. 5pp. £10
BR(E) Royal Train notice No.R60 re train from King's Lynn to Liverpool Street on 6th January
1969. 6pp. £10
BR(E) Royal Train notice No.R62 re train from King's Lynn to Liverpool Street on 4th February
1969. 6pp. £10

Lots 62 - 79: Locomotive Working and Records
62
63
64
65
66
67
68
69
70
71
72
73
74

BR(E) booklet "Cross Country and Local Passenger Train Marshalling". Green covers (nibbled
in top l/h corner), 128pp dated May 1970. Plus amendment No.1 dated April 1970. £10
GWR Plymouth Division notice No.198 "Working of Coaches and Rail Motor Cars on the main
line and local & branch trains, etc". 31pp dated July 1911. £10
GWR booklet "Programme of Working of Coaches and Vans in through trains". 103pp dated
June 1947. £10
BR(W) notice No.16 "Passenger Train Working Paddington Station, West London Carriage
Sidings and Old Oak Common". 115pp dated April 1966. Covers loose. £10
BR(W) notice No.46 "Passenger Train Working Paddington Station, West London Carriage
Sidings and Old Oak Common". 89pp dated September 1961. Covers loose. £10
BR(W) booklet "Programme of Working of Coaches and Vans in through trains". 300pp dated
June 1962. £10
BR(W) "Through Coach Working Programme and Passenger Train Loading and Stowing".
Green covers, 311pp dated September 1965. Slight wear and foxing to covers. £10
APPROX 52 typescript sheets showing BR(M) mandatory locomotive programme for Crewe
class 47 locos. Dated May 1977. Includes 6 amendment sheets. £10
APPROX 55 typescript sheets showing BR(E) conditional diesel locomotive programmes for
Tinsley depot covering classes 08, 20, 25, 31, 37 and 47 locos. Dated October 1972. Includes
amendment sheets. Plus 1 sheet for Shirebrook depot for class 08 dated March 1973. £10
BR(ScR) foolscap sized, 4 typescript page document showing passenger engine workings Hawick. Dated September 1955. Plus 2 similar re-issued pages showing some workings at
St.Boswells, dated November 1955. £10
BR(E) "Train Trip and Shunting Locomotive Notice Leeds Division York and Scarborough
Depots". 21 typescript pages, dated June 1973 re-issue of October 1972. Plus 3 amendments
dated between October 1973 and February 1974. £10
BR(M) "Trip Notice" Nottingham Divisional Manager's area Nottingham District. 11pp dated May
1976. Plus similar dated May 1977 and May 1980. (3) £10
BR(E) "Working of Electric Sets. Liverpool St and Chelmsford". 13pp dated September 1956.
Slight foxing to cover. £10
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75
76
77
78
79

BR(E) foolscap sized, 36 typescript page "Shunting and Local Freight Locomotive and
Enginemens Programmes Liverpool St Divisional Manager's Area". Dated April 1974. £10
Nine BR(E) Trip Notice amendments. Wath July 1978, Worksop May and September 1985,
Shirebrook May 1985, July, August 1986, Tinsley/Sheffield May, July 1986. (9) £10
BR 9 typescript page pocket sized booklet "Gas Turbine Locomotive No.18000". Details
operation of the loco. Undated. Plus BR(W) fault finding guide to EE type 3 locos (1963) and EE
publication "Introduction to Diesel Electric Traction" (worn). £10
GWR circular No.6626 "2800 Class Oil Burning Locomotives". 20 typescript page guide to
operation dated 1946 (vertical fold). Plus 3 GWR or BR(W) unrelated operational type booklets.
(4) £10
INDIAN STATE RAILWAYS Great Indian Peninsula Railway specification and tender document
for electric freight locomotives for the electrified main lines from Bombay to Igatpuri and Bombay
to Poona. Foolscap sized, 62pp plus fold out diagram. Undated and unused. £10

Lots 80 - 88: Rule Books
80
81
82
83
84
85
86
87
88

ABERDEEN JOINT STATION rule book. Leather bound card covers, 48pp dated 1876. Spine
taped. £10
CALEDONIAN RAILWAY rule book. Red coloured leather bound, hardback covers with title and
coat of arms in gold on front. 172pp dated 1863. Minor wear, good for age. £10
CALEDONIAN RAILWAY "Friendly Society" book of rules. Clothbound card covers, 39pp dated
1882. Covers faded. £10
EDINBURGH AND GLASGOW RAILWAY rule book type "General Orders". Clothbound card
covers, 72pp dated 1862. £10
GCR rule book. Green clothbound covers with coat of arms stamped into front. 372pp dated July
1904. Covers slightly worn and faded. £10
LC&DR rule book type "General Regulations". Leather bound hardback covers with title in gold
on front, 122pp dated 1878. Good for age. £10
NBR rule book dated 1863. Clothbound hardback covers, 199pp. Cover wear, contents OK. £10
NORTH STAFFORDSHIRE RAILWAY rule book dated November 1897 with revisions to June
1904. 381pp, black clothbound hardback covers with title stamped into front. Spine wear. £10
SUDAN GOVERNMENT RAILWAYS rule book. Clothbound hardback covers (very faded, worn
and damp stained) with title in gold on front, 128pp dated 1922. £10

Lots 89 - 109: Working Instructions
89
90
91
92
93
94

GWR Plymouth Division bound volume of "Notice of Extra Trains and Special Arrangements"
notices. 600+pp in hardback covers containing issues between January and December 1913.
Slight cover wear. £10
GWR Plymouth Division bound volume of "Notice of Extra Trains and Special Arrangements"
notices. 300+pp in hardback covers containing issues between January and December 1915.
Slight spine wear, contents OK. £10
GWR Plymouth Division bound volume of "Notice of Extra Trains and Special Arrangements"
notices. 300+pp in hardback covers containing issues between January and December 1925.
Cover wear, contents OK. £10
GWR Plymouth Division bound volume of "Notice of Extra Trains and Special Arrangements"
notices. 400+pp in hardback covers containing issues between January and December 1926.
Cover wear and poor spine, contents OK. £10
GWR Worcester Division notice No.200 re arrangements for the diversion of trains to alternative
routes in cases of emergency. 25pp dated May 1942. £10
GWR Special Notice No.2 "Arrangements in connection with the diversion of Severn Tunnel
passenger and parcels trains via Gloucester via Severn Bridge and via Standish Junction,
Gloucester and Ross on Wye in case of emergency". 36pp dated May 1943. £10
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95
96
97
98
99
100
101
102
103
104
105
106
107
108
109

SR London West, Southern and Western Divisions Evacuation Notice No.1W "Special Train
Arrangements in connection with evacuation of London". 49pp, undated. £10
SR London West and Southern Divisions Evacuation Notice No.2W "Special Train Arrangements
in connection with evacuation of Portsmouth, Gosport and Southampton". 38pp, undated. £10
SR London Central Division Special Traffic Arrangements Notice No.4 for the August Bank
Holiday Period and Goodwood Races 1946. 71pp. Rusty staples. £10
SR Southern Division Special Traffic Arrangements Notice No.P2 for Easter Monday 18th April
1938. 103pp. Rusty staples. £10
BR(W) Birmingham Division notice No.B22 "Notice of Passenger Train Arrangements". 80pp
dated 24th July 1953. Very poor condition. £5
BR(W) notice No.7 "Numbering of Passenger Trains during Summer Train Service 1958". 16pp,
annotated, rear page detached, some foxing to covers. £5
BR(W) "Special Traffic Notice" No.258 covering Whitsun 1958. 328pp. £10
LMS Northern Division booklet "Freight Trains - Classification and Working Arrangements". 48pp
dated September 1928. Spine taped. £10
LMS Northern Division booklet "Route Circuits and Engine Whistles on Caledonian Section".
148pp dated December 1923. £10
LMS Northern Division "Fog Notice". 11pp dated November 1945. £10
LNER Southern Scottish Area and Northern Scottish Area booklet "List of Road Wagons and
Regular Through Wagons". Brown cloth covers, 52pp dated June 1931. Rusty staples. £10
HIGHLAND RAILWAY publication "General Instructions Relating to Goods, Mineral and Livestock
Traffic". Clothbound hardback covers with title in gold on front. 42pp dated 1875. Slight cover
wear. £10
LNWR notice No.97 "Coal Strike". 28pp detailing timings of passenger trains in the Southern
Division. Dated March 1912. £10
NER instruction booklets "Signal Whistles to be given by Drivers of Engines, etc" (March 1921),
"Loads of Engines Working Ordinary and Excursion Passenger Trains, etc" (January 1911),
"Regulations for Train Signalling by Block Telegraph" (September 1909). All worn. (3) £5
RAILWAY CLEARING HOUSE OFFICIAL HANDBOOK OF STATIONS dated 1938. Hardback
covers, 654pp, covers bumped. Plus 80pp appendix dated 1941. (2) £10

Lots 110 - 129: Signalling Paperwork
110
111
112
113
114
115
116
117
118

BR(S) 30" x 20" poster "Rules Class Instruction Chart No.1 - Colour Light Signalling (Three and
Four Aspect)". Shows examples of signalling scenarios. Dated 1948. Folded. £10
LNER SIGNALBOX TRAIN REGISTER from Homersfield signalbox. Duly completed for the
period between February 1951 and January 1957. £10
LNER SIGNALBOX TRAIN REGISTER from Coltishall signalbox. Duly completed for the period
between January and November 1952. Small loss to first and last pages. £10
BR SIGNALBOX TRAIN REGISTER from Dunford West signalbox. Duly completed for the
period between September 1965 and June 1966. £10
BR SIGNALBOX TRAIN REGISTER from Oxspring Junction signalbox. Duly completed for the
period between November 1972 and January 1973. £10
BR SIGNALBOX TRAIN REGISTER from New Bridge signalbox. Duly completed for the period
between June 1960 and February 1961. £10
BR SIGNALBOX TRAIN REGISTER from New Bridge signalbox. Duly completed for the period
between August and December 1963. £10
BR(NE) foolscap sized booklet "List of Signal Boxes, Additional Running Lines, Loops and
Refuge Sidings - Hull Operating District". 7pp dated April 1960. £10
BR(NE) foolscap sized booklet "List of Signal Boxes, Additional Running Lines, Loops and
Refuge Sidings - Newcastle Operating District". 15pp dated April 1960. £10
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119
120
121
122
123
124
125
126
127
128
129

BR(NE) foolscap sized booklet "List of Signal Boxes, Additional Running Lines, Loops and
Refuge Sidings - Darlington Operating District". 11pp dated September 1957. £10
BR(NE) foolscap sized booklet "List of Signal Boxes, Additional Running Lines, Loops and
Refuge Sidings - Shaftholme to Berwick (Marshall Meadows)". 4pp dated April 1960. £10
BR(M) Midland Division booklet "Supplement to Hours of Opening of Signal Boxes booklet dated
September 1954". 11pp dated June 1955. Edges nibbled. £10
BR(S) South Eastern Division booklet "Hours of Opening of Signal Boxes". 24pp dated June
1959. £10
SIGNALLING COMPANY 3-part display card "B Division Signal Lamps" showing six photos of
lamps in use and proposed replacement types. No indication of company or manufacturer. £10
SIGNALLING COMPANY photographic display card "Standardization of Railway Equipment
- Types of Signals" showing photos of home signal arm of 12 pre grouping companies (all
identified). No indication of manufacturer. £10
WESTINGHOUSE BRAKE & SAXBY SIGNAL CO. LTD catalogue section S9 "Double Wire
Signalling for British and Colonial Railways". Paperback, 37pp, 2nd edition dated December
1928. Very worn/poor. Some damp staining, spine taped. £10
BR typescript document issued for the guidance of area controllers and signalmen in the
operation of the signalling and train describer at Warrington. 20+ pages plus many appendices
and diagrams. Probably 1960s. Rear page detached. £10
TYPESCRIPT publication "Signalling on the Euston - Watford Electrified Lines" by John Swift. 22
foolscap sized pages. Undated. £5
INSTITUTION OF RAILWAY SIGNAL ENGINEERS pamphlets from the visit of the society to
Italy in May 1959. £5
Six GWR telephone circuit cards with written or typed locations including Sampford Peverell,
Leamington, Taunton, etc. £10

Lots 130 - 132: Certificates (General)
130
131
132

NORTH STAFFORDSHIRE RAILWAY certificate awarded for passing an examination in standard
rules and regulations. Approx 12" x 9", brown print with decorative artwork border. Awarded in
1923. Creased. Includes real photo postcard of recipient and two company envelopes. £10
GWR certificate for the "Station Gardens Competition" awarded to Theale station. 10" x 8" thin
card with ornate artwork design in green, yellow and red. Covers awards for 1920 to 1925. Slight
wear, generally OK. £10
GWR "Certificate of Merit" as awarded for attendance at a course on railway law and practice.
Approx 14" x 11", gold and brown print with decorative border and railway illustrations. Dated
1925. £5

Lots 133 - 137: Paperwork
133
134
135
136
137

BR(S) Chief Civil Engineer's Office thin card "Painting Standard Colours for Buildings and
Structures". Opens to show colour chart. Dated July 1955. £10
LNWR booklets. Savings Bank depositors' book, ton - mile calculator, parcels delivery book from
Grange station, locomotive firing. Condition varies. (4) £5
End of collection selection of paperwork items including luggage labels, paper tickets,
miscellaneous labels, etc. £10
SR notebook containing a inventory of furniture at Tisbury station. Dated January 1924. £10
Small collection of SOUTHWOLD RAILWAY paperwork items including parcels waybills,
delivered luggage label, Walberswick label, postcard, consignment note, rule book supplements
re Blythburgh and amended regulation No.1. Plus a few miscellaneous end of collection items.
(Qty) £10
9

Lots 138 - 142: Shipping
138
139

140
141
142

DOCKS AND INLAND WATERWAYS EXECUTIVE Humber Ports plan of docks at Hull. Detailed
coloured plan, dmf, dated September 1950. £10
HALL BROTHERS STEAMSHIP COMPANY commemorative booklet published for the centenary
1854 - 1954. Paperback, 36pp history of the company. Plus Bibby Line published hardback book
"History of the Bibby Line" by Paget - Tomlinson. 78pp published 1969. Also, hardback book
"Wireless and Shipping" dated 1932. (3) £10
PORT OF IPSWICH pocket sized booklet "Port Information and Tide Tables 1936". 50+pp plus
fold out plan of docks, clothbound hardback covers with title in gold on front. Slight creasing to
covers otherwise OK. £10
PORT OF MANCHESTER brochure "Views of the Ship Canal". Blue and black artwork covers,
28pp photo guide to activities at the port. Circa early 1960s. £10
SECR foolscap sized book "Descriptions of the Vessels in the Dover and Calais and the
Folkestone and Boulogne Services". Clothbound hardback covers with title in gold on front, 20pp
listing the steamers and technical details. Many contemporary annotated amendments. Marks
on front cover. Plus four large sheets listing Southern Railway ships. £10

Lots 143 - 160: Share Certificates
143
144
145
146
147
148
149
150
151
152
153
154
155

WATFORD & RICKMANSWORTH RAILWAY share certificate for one £10 share dated 1862.
Embossed seal, not cancelled, folded. £10
VALE OF NEATH RAILWAY share certificate for one £20 share dated 1846. Ornate scrolled title,
printed on pale blue paper, attached red coloured seal, not cancelled. £10
GWR share certificate for one £100 share dated 1836. Green print, ornate scrolled title, attached
red seal, minor wear. £10
CORNWALL RAILWAY share certificate for one £50 share dated 1846. Ornate scrolled title,
embossed seal, green paper, not cancelled. £10
CORNWALL RAILWAY share certificate for one £25 share dated 1846. Ornate scrolled title,
printed on pale pink paper, embossed seal, not cancelled. £10
CITY RAILWAY certificate for ten shares, £2 per share deposit paid. Smaller size, red print on
vellum, dated 1836. Some staining. £10
LEICESTER AND BIRMINGHAM RAILWAY share script certificate for 5 £20 shares deposit
paid. Not dated but circa 1845. Ornate title, not cancelled, folded. £10
FOREST OF DEAN CENTRAL RAILWAY share certificate for one £10 'Six Per Cent Preference
Share' dated 1864. Ornate scrolled title, printed on pink paper, embossed seal, not cancelled,
slightly faded. £5
LONDON BRIDGE RAILWAYS TERMINUS HOTEL COMPANY share certificate for one £5
share dated 1860. Ornate scrolled title, engraving of hotel near centre, embossed seal, not
cancelled, folded. £10
GORSEDDA JUNCTION AND PORTMADOC RAILWAYS share certificate for one £10 share
dated 1875. Ornate scrolled title with engraving of company loco top centre, embossed seal, not
cancelled. £10
MID WALES RAILWAY share certificate for one £10 share dated 1863. Ornate scrolled title,
embossed seal, not cancelled. £5
GNR share certificate for one £25 share dated 1846. Ornate title, embossed seal, company crest
top centre, lilac paper, not cancelled. Plus Northern Counties Union Railway share certificate for
one share dated 1846. Ornate scrolled title, embossed seal, not cancelled. (2) £5
Twelve SR SHARE CERTIFICATES for various share types. Different denominations, colours
and designs, all cancelled. Plus approx 30 forms relating to dividends, certificate exchange and
season tickets. (Qty) £10
10

156
157
158
159

160

Four ENGLISH ELECTRIC COMPANY share certificates. Various dates between 1946 and 1959
and various denominations. All with embossed seals and not cancelled. (4) £10
NORFOLK ESTUARY COMPANY share certificate for one £50 share dated 1847. Ornate title,
large embossed seal, not cancelled. £5
CREWE COAL AND IRON COMPANY share certificate for one £10 share dated 1868. Ornate
title, green print, embossed seal, not cancelled. £10
EAST KENT COLLIERY COMPANY share certificate for 120 five shilling shares dated 1909.
Large size, ornate title in blue print with engraving of prancing horse top centre. Embossed seal,
not cancelled, folded/creased. £5
KENT COAL CONCESSIONS LIMITED share certificate for ten £1 shares dated 1910. Large
size, ornate title in green print, embossed seal, not cancelled, folded. £5

Lots 161 - 171: Early and Historical Paperwork
161

162
163
164

165
166

167

168

169
170
171

ALFRETON IRON WORKS ledger type hardback tome. 740 pages, approx half used to record
the company accounts for 1868 to 1919. Damage to covers, contents OK for age. The company
was thought to have supplied material for the building of St.Pancras station. £50
GNSR invitation card to the opening of the Moray Firth Coast Railway on 1st May 1886. 9" x 7",
thin card, coloured design showing coat of arms and views of landmarks on the railway. £10
HEREFORD, ROSS & GLOUCESTER RAILWAY book of approx 100 counterfoils for share
script certificates for one share, deposit paid. Red print, dated 1851. £10
BRIGHTON, UCKFIELD & TUNBRIDGE WELLS RAILWAY catalogue for the sale of contractors'
plant. 16pp auction catalogue for sale held at Uckfield in September 1868. Plus similar for a sale
held in November 1867. Both with contemporary annotations. (2) £10
MANCHESTER, BOLTON & BURY CANAL RAILWAY half yearly report. Foolscap sized, 2pp
dated July 1844. £10
SWINDON, MARLBOROUGH & ANDOVER RAILWAY. Collection of six documents dated 1869
- 1875 mainly relating to the opening of the railway, including programme of opening day events,
admission ticket, ceremony of turning of the first sod, etc. (6) £10
BUXTON AND HIGH PEAK JUNCTION handwritten declaration between the local landowner
and the LNWR re land required for the construction of the railway. Large size, 4 pages plus small
plan of area affected, dated 1880. £10
GLASGOW & RENFREW DISTRICT RAILWAY "Book of Reference". Large sized 38pp in
clothbound card covers with title in gold on front. Dated 1896. Lists all the properties affected by
the building of the line. £10
Five NORTH STAFFORDSHIRE AND MID - DERBYSHIRE RAILWAY paperwork items including
land purchase documents, reply cards, parliamentary bill, etc. (5) £5
Eight NOTTINGHAM JOINT STATION COMMITTEE cheques. Green print dated 1915 and
1916. (8) £5
Approx 19 EAST LANCASHIRE RAILWAY documents concerning shareholder's meetings,
financial statements, share calls, etc. Dated 1852-1857. (Qty) £10

Lots 172 - 173: Acts of Parliament
172
173

ACT to consolidate provisions in previous acts authorising the making of railways in Scotland.
42pp dated 1845. Covers creased. £10
WATFORD & EDGWARE JUNCTION RAILWAY bound volume of the act to construct the line,
dated July 1864 (never started). Leather bound hardback covers with title in gold on front. 14pp,
covers rubbed on edges. £10
11

Lots 174 - 212: Manufacturers' Catalogues (loco etc.)
174

175
176
177
178
179
180
181
182
183
184
185
186
187
188
189
190
191
192
193

BRUSH ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING CO large sized booklet "Brush Main Line Railway
Coaches". Clothbound card covers with title in gold on front. 12 pages illustrated with examples
of carriages built for various companies in the UK and overseas with illustrations of scenic views
from the railway company's local area. Circa 1910s. Minor cover wear, contents OK. £10
BRUSH ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING CO brochure "4000hp Kestrel". Coloured pictorial covers
show side view of loco, 8pp, fully illustrated, published 1968. £10
THOMAS HUNTER Railway Wagon Works Rugby paperback booklet "List of Repairing Depots
& Stations". 42pp, photo illustrated showing wagon types, dated 1918. £10
HALL, LEWIS & CO Railway Wagon Builders and Repairers Cardiff paperback booklet "List of
Repairing Stations". 32pp, photo illustrated showing wagon types, dated 1925. £10
WH DAVIS & SONS Railway Wagon and Wheel Works Langwith Junction hardback booklet "List
of Railway Wagon Works and Outstations". Clothbound covers with title in gold on front, 30+pp,
photo illustrated showing wagon types. Circa 1930s. £10
WICKHAM & COMPANY card folder containing glossy coloured, illustrated leaflets showing
different engineers trolleys and inspection vehicles. Circa 1950s. £10
KRUPP 90pp booklet detailing the history and activities of the company. Illustrated paperback
covers, circa 1930s. Text in English. Slight wear. £10
PECKETT & SONS 16pp glossy, illustrated brochure "Peckett Diesel Locomotives". Shows
details of company 100hp, 150hp and 200hp variants. Card covers, circa 1950s. £10
PECKETT & SONS smaller sized, catalogue type booklet "Abridged Illustrated List of Tank
Engines". 28pp, paperback, dated 1938. £10
METROPOLITAN CARRIAGE WAGON & FINANCE CO 16pp illustrated brochure of rolling
stock and parts recently produced by the company. Slightly faded green card covers, dated
February 1914. £10
METROPOLITAN CARRIAGE WAGON & FINANCE CO 16pp illustrated brochure of rolling
stock and parts recently produced by the company. Brown card covers, dated November 1913.
Cord binding removed. £10
METROPOLITAN CARRIAGE WAGON & FINANCE CO 16pp illustrated brochure of rolling
stock and parts recently produced by the company. Pale blue card covers, dated May 1914. £10
METROPOLITAN CARRIAGE WAGON & FINANCE CO 16pp illustrated brochure showing
views of the Warwickshire Royal Garrison Artillery at its headquarters at the company's Saltley
works. Slightly faded card covers, circa 1914. £10
SULZER BROS operating manual for class 44 locos D1-D10 (44001-44010). Illustrated covers
showing loco type in gold, 72pp dated April 1960. £10
SULZER BROS glossy brochure "British Railways 2,500BHP Diesel Electric Locomotives D11
series". 8pp illustrated guide to the class 45 locos. Published circa 1959. £10
BTH SULZER folder containing 15 page typescript booklet detailing the type 2 1160hp locomotive
(class 24) on show at Marylebone station on 24th July 1958. Plus a Brush brochure for class 47
locos. 6pp dated 1962. (2) £10
ENGLISH ELECTRIC coloured glossy brochure "Industrial Diesel Hydraulic Locomotives". Fully
illustrated 24pp guide to the loco type. Dated 1967. Plus similar GEC Traction version dated
1974. (2) £10
CHARLES ROBERTS & CO souvenir booklet commemorating the centenary of the company in
1956. Card covers, 52pp fully illustrated history and guide to the company. £10
BRITISH THOMSON - HOUSTON LTD published in-house magazine "BTH Activities". 40pp
published May 1958. £10
ASSOCIATED ELECTRICAL INDUSTRIES reprinted Railway Gazette article "AC Type A Electric
Locomotives for British Railways E3001 - E3023". Card covers, 11pp plus fold out diagram,
dated 1959. £10
12

194
195
196
197
198
199
200
201
202
203
204
205
206
207
208
209
210
211
212

LEEDS FORGE COMPANY LIMITED catalogue of "Sheffield - Twinberrow Steel Wagons".
Purple coloured cloth covers (faded on edges), 47pp, fully illustrated, dated 1907. £10
CROSBY Steam Gage(sic) and Valve Company catalogue. Card covers, 24pp, fully illustrated,
circa 1908. £10
WILLIAM FOSTER & CO (Lincoln) catalogue of traction engines. Card covers, 44pp, fully
illustrated, circa 1920s. Cover wear, contents OK. £10
JOHN FOWLER & Co Steam Plough Works Leeds catalogue No.1 of cultivating machinery
(tractors and implements). Card covers, 30pp, fully illustrated, circa 1920s. Page missing from
end. £10
J&H McLAREN Leeds catalogue of steam cultivating machinery. Card covers, 44pp, fully
illustrated, circa 1920s. Very worn. £10
CLAYTON & SHUTTLEWORTH Lincoln catalogue of traction engines. Paperback covers, 42pp,
fully illustrated, circa 1920s. Very worn. £10
CLAYTON & SHUTTLEWORTH Lincoln catalogue of thrashing machinery. Paperback covers,
12pp, fully illustrated, dated 1920. Very worn. £10
RAILWAY SIGNAL COMPANY LIMITED catalogue B1 "Control of Traffic on Railways by the
Webb-Thompson Miniature Train Staff and Auxiliary Apparatus". Hardback, 94pp, fully illustrated
with examples of signalling equipment. Circa late 1910s. Covers worn, contents OK. £10
RAILWAY SUPPLIES CO catalogue of "Adlake Signal Lamps etc". Illustrated card covers, 62pp
illustrated guide to products available. Circa 1910s. Minor wear. £10
BEYER PEACOCK publication "Locomotives by Beyer Peacock". Illustrated card covers, 64pp
fully illustrated guide to the products of the company, dated 1946. Slight cover wear. £10
BEYER PEACOCK CO LTD publication "Locomotives 1 to 5000 1854 - 1907". Decorative
paperback covers, 43pp illustrated guide to the company and its products reprinted from articles
in Engineering magazine, January 1907. Covers faded and worn. £10
NORTH BRITISH LOCOMOTIVE COMPANY souvenir booklet issued to commemorate the 50th
anniversary of the company 1903-1953. 116pp, card covers with metal diamond "worksplate" on
front cover (damage to point at l/h). £5
ROBERT STEPHENSON & HAWTHORNS LTD. booklet "Locomotives". 80pp fully illustrated
guide to locos constructed by the company with text in English, French and Spanish. Circa
1940s. Slight wear to spine and top edge of covers. £10
ROBERT HUDSON LTD Leeds, catalogue No.G57 part 11 "Hudson Light Railway Materials"
covering brakes, buffers, couplings, etc. Card covers, 24pp, fully illustrated, circa 1950s. £5
CRAVENS BROS LTD booklet detailing company products including DMUs and tube stock.
Clothbound, hardback covers, comb binding, 50+pp, fully illustrated, circa late 1950s. Slight
cover wear. £10
VULCAN LOCOMOTIVES. 30pp pocket sized booklet showing photos and technical information
re company built locomotives in several languages. Illustrated card covers showing loco. Circa
1940s. £10
BALDWIN LOCOMOTIVE WORKS in house "Record" No.47 "Record of Recent Construction Louisiana Purchase Exposition St.Louis 1904". Softback, 76pp. Rusty staples. £10
BALDWIN LOCOMOTIVE WORKS in house "Record" No.72 "Mallet Articulated Locomotives".
Softback, 44pp, published 1912. £10
KRAUSS-MAFFEI (Munich) set of three booklets issued to commemorate the 125th anniversary
of the company in 1962. Each 60+pp glossy illustrated publications contained in slipcase. Fading
to slipcase otherwise VGC. £10

Lots 213 - 225: Maps, RCH unless stated

213

(dmf = dissected, mounted and folded)
RAILWAY CLEARING HOUSE MAP of Yorkshire District South Sheet dated 1914. Dmf into
hardback covers with title in gold on front. Spine repaired, covers rubbed, map worn. £10
13

214
215
216
217
218
219
220
221
222
223
224
225

RAILWAY CLEARING HOUSE MAP of Yorkshire District North Sheet dated 1903. Dmf into
hardback covers with title in gold on front. Spine poor, covers rubbed, map OK. £10
RAILWAY CLEARING HOUSE MAP of Yorkshire District North Sheet dated 1914. Dmf into
hardback covers with title in gold on front. Covers rubbed on corners. Annotations to map. £10
RAILWAY CLEARING HOUSE MAP of Yorkshire District North Sheet dated 1918. Dmf into
hardback covers with title in gold on front. Spine repaired, covers a little rubbed, map OK. £10
RAILWAY CLEARING HOUSE MAP of London and its Environs dated 1913. Dmf into hardback
covers with title in gold on front. Ex Estate Agent's Office, Derby with date added to front. Spine
repaired, covers rubbed, map worn. £10
RAILWAY CLEARING HOUSE MAP of South Wales dated 1926. Dmf into hardback covers with
title in gold on front. Spine very worn, otherwise OK. £10
RAILWAY CLEARING HOUSE MAP of the Staffordshire District dated 1907. Dmf into hardback
covers with title in gold on front. Spine repaired, covers a little rubbed, map OK. £10
RAILWAY CLEARING HOUSE MAP of the Staffordshire District dated 1918. Dmf into hardback
covers with title in gold on front. Minor cover wear. £10
RAILWAY CLEARING HOUSE MAP of Cumberland & Westmorland Districts dated 1912. Dmf
into hardback covers with title in gold on front. Annotations to map. £10
RAILWAY CLEARING HOUSE MAP of the East of England dated 1906. Dmf into hardback
covers with title in gold on front. £10
RAILWAY CLEARING HOUSE MAP of the East of England dated 1912. Dmf into hardback
covers with title in gold on front. Covers rubbed, annotations to map. £10
RAILWAY CLEARING HOUSE MAP of England and Wales dated 1912. Small edition, dmf
into hardback covers with title in gold on front. Slight cover wear, annotated to show Divisional
Engineer's areas. £10
RAILWAY CLEARING HOUSE BOOK OF JUNCTION DIAGRAMS dated 1928. 100+ maps in
official green spring binder complete with supplement but no running powers section. £10

Lots 226 - 229: Maps
226
227
228
229

NBR "Map of the North British Railway System". RCH type map, dmf into clothbound hardback
covers with title on front. Dated 1866. Covers worn, map OK. £10
GWR system map. RCH type, cloth backed, dated June 1878. Laminated with areas of loss of
lamination. Folded, worn and with fold tears. £10
W.H. SMITH & SONS "Railway Map of Great Britain". Clothbound map folding into green
clothbound covers. Circa 1870s. Some cover wear, map very worn. £10
BACON'S published "New Survey Map of Berks, Bucks and Oxford". Coloured map, dmf into
clothbound hardback covers with title in gold on front. Circa 1900s. Spine faded, crease to
corner of cover, map OK. £10

Lots 230 - 263: Plans
230
231
232
233
234

LMS (probably) plan of the Manchester District Superintendent's Area. RCH type diagram on
linen, approx 36" x 30". Some staining and slight wear. Undated. £10
GWR Signal Engineer's Office copy plan of the signalling at Moreton Cutting. Approx 12" wide,
very long on paper, dated 1943. £10
Three track plans of the LONGMOOR MILITARY RAILWAY. Two on linen, some dated 1940s.
Condition varies. (3) £10
LNER detailed track plan of the lines from Clifton Sidings to York Goods. 42" wide, very long,
coloured and on linen. Some wear but OK. Dated 1928. Plus similar non-coloured example
showing track plan of the station area with gas and water facilities. (2) £10
LNER GC Section plan of proposed alteration and extensions to sidings at Kirton Lindsey. Part
coloured plan on paper, 36" x 15", undated. £10
14

235
236
237
238
239
240
241
242
243
244
245
246
247
248
249
250
251
252
253
254

LMS Chief Mechanical Engineer's office copy plans for the proposed modernisation at
Wellingborough MPD. Large sized plan on paper, dated 1938. Plus similar for Leicester MPD
dated 1945. (2) £10
BR(W) Chief Civil Engineer's Office 40 feet to 1" detailed plan of Knowle & Dorridge. Approx 30"
wide, very long, coloured, cloth backed, dated 1958. £10
GWR 40 feet to 1" detailed plan of Codsall station. Approx 28" x 60" coloured, cloth backed,
dated 1880. £10
MIDLAND RAILWAY plan of the track layout at the Way and Works Sidings at Derby. Approx 30"
x 12", part coloured on paper. 40ft to 1", undated, rolled. £10
GWR Ely Valley Railway Castella Branch detailed plan showing landownership of the area
around the line. Coloured clothbound plan folding concertina style into clothbound hardback
covers with title in gold on front. Amended and annotated. Circa 1873. £10
RHONDDA & SWANSEA BAY RAILWAY Cwmavon Railway detailed plan of the line. Clothbound
plan folding concertina style into slipcase. Undated, worn and marked. Slipcase very poor. £10
GNR section of detailed plan showing landownership St.Albans Hill End Station and St.Albans
station to branch junction with LNWR main line. Coloured clothbound plan, 2 chains to 1".
Undated. Tatty and in pieces. £10
Plan of CAMBRIDGE area on linen showing track layout and adjoining land. 1 chain to 1"
covering Trumpington Road to Coldhams Lane. Dated 1933. Some wear. (3) £10
Two plans of the CAMBRIDGE area on linen showing track layout and adjoining land. Covers
Hills Road area. Dated 1927. (2) £10
GER track plan on cloth backed paper showing sidings and land in Cambridge between Mill
Road and Barnwell Junction. Undated. £10
Six plans of the HARWICH PARKESTON QUAY area. Each large size on paper showing
buildings, track layout and adjoining land, etc. Most dated 1930s. Some wear. (6) £10
Nine plans of WOLFERTON. Each large size on paper or linen showing buildings, track layout
and adjoining land, etc. Dated 1890s - 1940s. Some wear. (9) £10
Two plans of the HARWICH PARKESTON QUAY area. Both large size on paper showing
buildings, track layout and adjoining land, etc. Both dated 1931. (2) £10
LMS large sized book of linen plans of "Control Areas" in NW England, North Midlands and
Yorkshire. Approx 45 plans (incomplete set) on linen. Circa 1930s. £10
LNWR Book of Diagrams of Private Sidings - Stafford to Rugby and Branches including South
Staffordshire Lines. Landscape format hardback book containing over 150 hand coloured
diagrams. Covers very poor, most diagrams loose or detached. £10
L&YR Book of Diagrams of Private Sidings. Landscape format hardback book containing
over 100 hand coloured diagrams. Spine missing, covers very poor, most diagrams loose or
detached. £10
LMS Dearne Valley Section book of "Diagrams of Private Sidings". Landscape format book
containing 10 junction diagrams of locations in the area. Contained in part leather bound
hardback covers with title in gold on front. Dated October 1923. Faults to first diagram. £10
PRIVATELY PRODUCED book of diagrams of station layouts of LMS Northern Division Highland
Section stations. Card covers, 30+ pages of detailed drawings produced circa 1950s. £10
GNR NER & NBR COS "Plans of East Coast Joint Stock" dated January 1909. 80+ general
arrangement carriage diagrams including royal saloons, articulated sets, etc. Clothbound
hardback covers with title in gold on front. Covers worn. £10
NER "Diagrams of Carriages" dated June 1897. 40+ general arrangement carriage diagrams
in clothbound hardback covers with title in gold on front. Poor condition, spine mostly missing,
detached pages. Plus similar Vol.2 also in poor condition with no rear cover. (2) £10
15

255
256
257
258
259
260
261
262
263

LNWR large sized fold out "Diagram of Vehicles to be Built on Capital Account - year ending May
1908". Folds out to show coloured general arrangement type diagrams of carriage stock. Cloth
backed paper, folding into cloth covers with title in gold on front. £10
LNWR large sized fold out "Diagram of Carriage Stock Renewals - year ending May 1916". Folds
out to show coloured seating arrangement type diagrams of carriage stock. Cloth backed paper,
folding into cloth covers with title in gold on front. £10
LMS Highland Section book of general arrangement diagrams of carriages, vans and trucks. 13
blueprint type diagrams on paper. Undated. £10
GWR Wolverhampton Division book of general arrangement diagrams of steam and hand
travelling cranes. Approx 65 diagrams on linen, dated 1921. Very worn. £10
LNER spring folder containing LNER NE area Hull district curve register. 50+ pages detailing
curves at various points in the district. £10
GWR book of general arrangement diagrams of cranes. 20+ diagrams on paper, dated 1935.
£10

BR "Private Owners Freight Stock Diagram Book". Large volume containing 200+ diagrams of
private owner rolling stock. Card covers with title on front. Circa 1970s. £10
BR(W) book of general arrangement diagrams of steam and diesel locos. 20+ diagrams on
paper, dated 1954. Ex Caerphilly works manager. £10
BR book of "Main Line Diesel Locomotive Diagrams". Card covers containing 30+ general
arrangement diagrams. Dated 1953. £5

Lots 264 - 312: Signal Box Diagrams
264
265
266
267
268
269
270
271
272
273
274
275
276
277
278

BR(S) office copy signalbox diagram "Whyteleaf South" showing the line from Caterham towards
Purley. Approx 36" x 18", dated 1982. £10
BR(S) office copy signalbox diagram from Keymer signalbox plus separate tables of mechanical
and electrical locking. Dated 1950. Folded, large fold tears. (2) £10
BR(S) office copy signalbox diagram from Angmering signalbox plus separate tables of
mechanical and electrical locking. Dated 1976. Folded. (3) £10
BR(S) office copy signalbox diagram from Deal signalbox. Dated 1969. Folded. £10
BR(S) office copy signalbox diagram from Crowhurst signalbox. Dated 1970. Folded. £10
BR(S) office copy signalbox diagram from Littlehampton signalbox plus separate tables of
mechanical and electrical locking. Dated 1955. Folded. (3) £10
File of six BR(S) office copy plans and diagrams relating to Crawley including signalbox diagrams
and mechanical locking diagrams. Most dated 1980s. Folded. (6) £10
BR(S) office copy signalbox diagram from Faygate signalbox with table of mechanical and
electrical locking below. Dated 1969. Folded. Plus another similar dated 1977 and wiring diagram
on linen dated 1969. (3) £10
BR(S) office copy signalbox diagram from Bognor Regis signalbox. Dated 1969. Folded £10
BR(S) office copy track diagram for the Brook Crossing automatic lifting barriers dated 1981.
Folded. Plus another similar (2) £10
BR(S) office copy signalbox diagram from Chilworth signalbox with tables of mechanical and
electrical locking below. Dated 1965. Folded £10
BR(S) office copy signalbox diagram from Stone Cross Junction signalbox with tables of
mechanical and electrical locking below. Dated 1969. Folded £10
BR(S) office copy signalbox diagram from Reigate signalbox. Dated 1984. Folded, large tear at
r/h edge. £10
BR(S) office copy signalbox diagram from Ore signalbox with tables of mechanical and electrical
locking below. Dated 1969. Folded. £10
BR(S) office copy signalbox diagram from Fareham West signalbox. Dated 1969. Folded. £10
16
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289
290
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295
296
297
298

BR(S) office copy signalbox diagram from Galley Hill Sidings signalbox with table of mechanical
locking below. Dated 1970. Folded. £10
BR(S) office copy signalbox diagram from Polegate Crossing signalbox. Dated 1969. Folded.
£10

BR(S) office copy signalbox diagram from Cooksbridge signalbox with tables of mechanical and
electrical locking below. Dated 1970. Folded £10
BR(S) office copy signalbox diagram from Earlswood signalbox. Dated 1981. Folded. £10
BR(S) office copy signalbox diagram from Earlswood signalbox. Dated 1982. Folded. £10
File of eight BR(S) office copy plans and diagrams relating to Crawley including signalbox
diagrams and mechanical locking diagrams. Most dated 1970s. Folded. (8) £10
Five BR(M) Regional S&T Engineer's Department office copy signalling plans from Annan (dated
May 1986), Barrow in Furness (October 1988), Carlisle Marshalling Yard (1988), Bransty (1993),
Manchester Victoria East Junction (1990). Folded. (5) £10
BR(E) office copy signalbox diagram "Peterborough East" showing the main line and the line
towards Wansford. Approx 60" x 27", undated. Edge tears. £10
BR(E) office copy signalbox diagram "King's Cross" showing lines into the station. 39" wide, very
long, undated. £10
LMS (probably) signalbox diagram "Marefield West Junction" showing the line from Melton
towards Leicester. Approx 20" x 13" on linen, annotated to show signal alterations. Undated.
Large edge tear. £10
BR(E) signalbox diagram "Manningtree" showing the line from Harwich and Ipswich towards
Colchester. Approx 60" x 27", dated 1953. Ex box condition. Plus another similar with approx half
missing. (2) £10
LNER signalbox diagram "Canning Town" showing the line from Stratford towards Woolwich.
Approx 60" x 24", undated. Edge tears and tape repairs. £10
BR(M) signalbox diagram "Eccles Junction" showing the line from Eccles Station towards
Patricroft Station. Approx 60" x 26", dated 1953. Ex box condition. £10
BR(M) signalbox diagram "Bickershaw Junction" showing the line from Howe Bridge West
towards Platt Bridge Junction. Approx 42" x 22", undated. Ex box condition. £10
LNER signalbox diagram "West India Dock Bank" showing the line from Millwall Junction towards
Limehouse Junction. Approx 60" x 26", undated. Ex box condition. £10
LMS signalbox diagram "Grindleford" showing the line towards Chinley. Approx 48" x 18", dated
1938. Several edge tears, some large, some tape repaired. £10
BR(M) signalbox diagram "Disley" showing the line from Hazel Grove towards Furness Vale
Station. Approx 42" x 22", undated. Edge tears, possibly a coloured office copy. £10
BR(M) signalbox diagram "Partington Junction" showing the line from Carrington Sidings towards
Ship Canal Lines and Partington Station. Approx 36" x 13", dated 1966. Ex box condition. £10
BR(M) signalbox diagram "Great Barr Station" showing the line from Birmingham towards
Walsall. Approx 48" x 28", dated 1949. Ex box condition. £10
LMS Signal & Telegraph Engineers office copy signalbox diagram "Mangotsfield Station Junction"
showing the line from Bristol towards Gloucester and Bath. Approx 27" wide, very long, undated.
£10

299
300
301
302

LMS office copy signalbox diagram "Mangotsfield North Junction" showing the line from Bristol
and Bath towards Gloucester. Approx 27" wide, very long, undated. £10
BR(W) signalbox diagram "Fishponds" showing the line from Kingswood Junction towards
Mangotsfield. Approx 60" x 28", cloth backed, dated 1962. Ex box condition. £10
BR(M) signalbox diagram "Prees" showing the line from Crewe towards Salop. Approx 48" x 28",
undated. Faded and appears to have been re-coloured. £10
BR(M) signalbox diagram "Whitchurch Cambrian Junction" showing the line from Crewe towards
Shrewsbury. Approx 48" x 28", undated. Edge tears. £10
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307
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309
310
311
312

BR(M) signalbox diagram "Shap Station" showing the line from Harrison Sidings towards Shap
Quarry. Approx 36" x 18", dated 1961. Faded and appears to have been re-coloured, large edge
tear at r/h end. £10
BR(M) signalbox diagram "Shrewsbury Crewe Bank" showing the line from Shrewsbury towards
Crewe. Approx 60" x 28", undated. Faded and appears to have been re-coloured. £10
BR(M) signalbox diagram "Welshpool" showing the line from Buttington towards Montgomery.
Approx 48" x 20", dated 1962. Edge tears. £10
BR(M) signalbox diagram "Welshpool" showing the line towards Newtown. Approx 60" x 29",
undated. Edge creasing. £10
GWR Signal Engineer's office copy signalbox diagram from Llangollen Station signalbox showing
the line from Ruabon towards Berwyn. Undated, folded. £10
GWR Signal Engineer's office copy signalbox diagram from Pulford Siding showing the line from
Shrewsbury towards Chester. Undated, folded. £10
GWR Signal Engineer's office copy signalbox diagram from Church Stretton signalbox showing
the line from Marsh Brook towards Leebotwood. Dated 1961, annotated and folded. £10
BR(M) signalbox diagram "Caersws" showing the line from Newtown towards Talerddig. Approx
54" x 17", dated 1967. Edge tears, folded. Probably a coloured office copy. £10
GWR Signal Engineer's office copy signalbox diagram from Abermule Station signalbox showing
the line from Newtown towards Welshpool. Undated, folded. £10
BR(NE) signalbox diagram "Melmerby South" showing the line from Northallerton towards
Ripon. Approx 48" x 18", dated 1955. Folded. £10

Lots 313 - 320: Timetables (Bradshaw)

(PTT = Passenger Timetable, WTT = Working Timetable)

313
314
315
316
317

BRADSHAW'S RAILWAY COMPANION. Pocket sized, brown clothbound covers with title on
label on front. 50+pp, dated October 1839. Covers faded and partially detached. &#163;10 £10
BRADSHAW'S RAILWAY COMPANION. Pocket sized, brown clothbound covers with title
on label on front. 50+pp, dated January 1840. Covers detached and worn, detached pages.
&#163;10 £10
BRADSHAW'S RAILWAY COMPANION. Pocket sized, maroon clothbound covers with title on
label on front. 50+pp, dated 1840. Covers detached and worn. &#163;10 £10
BRADSHAW'S RAILWAY COMPANION. Pocket sized, brown clothbound covers with title on
label on front. 50+pp, dated 1841. Covers faded and detached. £10
BRADSHAW'S RAILWAY COMPANION. Pocket sized, brown clothbound covers with title on
label on front. 50+pp, dated 1842. Covers faded, detached and worn, detached pages. &#163;10
£10

318
319
320

BRADSHAW'S RAILWAY COMPANION. Pocket sized, brown clothbound covers with title on
label on front. 50+pp, dated 1843. Covers faded and worn. &#163;10 £10
BRADSHAW'S RAILWAY COMPANION. Pocket sized, brown clothbound covers with title on
label on front. 50+pp, dated 1844. Covers faded and worn. &#163;10 £10
BRADSHAW'S RAILWAY GUIDE dated August 1859. 312pp, spine taped. £10

Lots 321 - 344: Timetables (Public)
321
322
323

BOUND VOLUME of Rodgers' "Sheffield Railway and Commercial Guide". 11 monthly local
timetable and guides issued between November 1854 and September 1855. Bound into part
leather hardback covers. Wear to covers, loss to spine. £10
GNSR PTT dated June 1922. Coloured pictorial paperback covers show map of area. 40pp, no
fold out map, spine taped. £10
HIGHLAND RAILWAY PTT dated July 1914. Coloured paperback covers showing coat of arms,
66pp plus fold out map. Spine taped. £10
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330
331
332
333
334
335
336
337
338
339
340
341
342
343
344

CALEDONIAN RAILWAY PTT dated March 1871. Yellow paperback covers showing coat of
arms, 58pp plus fold out map. Spine taped. £10
EAST COAST RAILWAYS pocket sized PTT of express and fast train services between England
and Scotland. 16pp fold out type on lilac coloured paper, dated July 1873. Covers slightly faded
otherwise OK. £10
LNWR PTT dated July 1894. Red and black illustrated covers showing system map and scenic
views. Foolscap sized, 184pp plus 50pp programme of tours and fold out map. £10
NER PTT. Foolscap sized, blue covers, 76pp dated July 1880. Covers worn and detached. £10
NER PTT. Foolscap sized with brown and green illustrated paperback covers showing system
map and coat of arms. 160pp, no maps, dated October 1913. Cover wear. £10
NER PTT. Foolscap sized with illustrated paperback covers showing system map and major
sights on the system. 102pp plus fold out map. Dated July 1904. Covers worn and detached. £10
NER PTT. Foolscap sized, brown and black print on yellow cover, 174pp plus fold out map.
Dated October 1914. Slight cover wear. £10
NER PTT booklet dated October 1921. Smaller sized, brown and black print on yellow cover,
144pp plus fold out map. Covers dusty and detached. Plus another similar dated April 1919 in
very poor condition. (2) £10
NER PTT booklet dated October 1922. Smaller sized, grey and black print on white cover, 168pp
plus fold out map. Slight cover wear. £10
LNER ABC type PTT of services to principal towns from King's Cross, Liverpool St and
Marylebone. Orange covers, 56pp dated July 1928. £5
LNER North Eastern Area PTT. Slightly faded orange covers, 172pp plus fold out map, dated
July 1937. £10
LNER North Eastern Area PTT. Slightly faded and creased orange covers, 180pp plus fold out
map, dated July 1939. £10
LNER North Eastern Area PTT. Proof copy in plain covers, 180pp dated September 1939.
Covers detached. £5
LNER PTT dated July 1933. Foolscap sized, orange and black covers with small corner
illustrations, 426pp plus maps. £10
LNER PTT dated July 1938. Foolscap sized, orange and black covers, 498pp, no maps, covers
and spine worn, rear cover detached. £10
LNER PTT dated September 1938. Foolscap sized, orange and black covers, 478pp plus fold
out map. £10
RAILWAY AIR SERVICES general timetable dated May 1937. 12pp centre-folding type with red
and green artwork covers. Rusty staples removed. £10
RAILWAY AIR SERVICES 6pp fold out, pocket sized timetable and information leaflet for services
to and from Liverpool. Red and green print showing RAS logo, dated May 1936. £10
RAILWAY AIR SERVICES 8pp fold out, pocket sized timetable and information leaflet for services
to and from Birmingham. Red and green print showing RAS logo, dated May 1937. £10
REID'S Newcastle and North East local area timetable booklet dated March 1907. Paperback,
64pp archive tape repair to spine, edges of cover and some inside pages. Staples removed. £10
LOCAL AREA rail timetables. Murrays Glasgow & West of Scotland April 1961, Yorkshire
Observer December 1955, Clarke's Leicester area November 1954. (3) £10

Lots 345 - 401: Timetables (Working)
345
346

NORTH BRITISH RAILWAY Northern District WTT of passenger and goods services dated
August 1879. 48pp, printed on salmon coloured paper. Spine taped. £10
CAMBRIAN RAILWAYS "Working Time Book". 31pp dated July 1903. Worn, rear page very poor.
£10
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353
354
355
356
357
358
359
360
361
362

DUNDEE & ARBROATH JOINT RAILWAY WTT No.1 of passenger and goods trains. 14pp dated
February 1880. Spine taped, some pages grubby. £10
DUNDEE & ARBROATH JOINT RAILWAY WTT of passenger and goods trains. 24pp dated May
1929. Spine taped. £10
GNSR WTT for main line and branches. 38pp dated July 1903. Minor wear to covers, spine
taped. £10
CALEDONIAN RAILWAY WTT No. 114 for passenger and freight trains. 36pp dated February
1857. £10
CALEDONIAN RAILWAY WTT No. 339 for Central and Northern and Callander and Oban
sections. 115pp dated January 1884. Spine taped. £10
CALEDONIAN RAILWAY WTT No. 494 for Southern, Eastern and Western sections. 154pp
dated July 1899. Spine taped. £10
NER section 5 WTT covering the Southern District. 146pp dated July 1903. Disbound from larger
volume, spine taped. £10
NER bound volume of "Programme of Special Notices etc affecting the working of the line".
50+pp on pink coloured paper containing the four editions for 1904. Contained in part leather
bound hardback covers. £10
NER leaflet "Miners' Strike" listing trains that will not run due to the strike. 14pp on salmon
coloured paper, dated April 1912. £10
CLC bound volume of "Special Traffic Arrangements and engineering works" notices covering
January - December 1920. 300+pp in clothbound hardback covers. Spine partially detached,
contents OK. £20
LNER bound volume of passenger train WTTs for the whole system. 500+pp in hardback covers,
dated May 1945. £10
LNER Southern Scottish Area Northern District WTT. 119pp dated May 1937. Spine taped, small
loss to bottom corner of several pages at end. £10
LNER GC and GN Sections WTT of coal and coal empties trains between concentration yards
and collieries - Doncaster District. 16pp dated October 1947. £10
LNER Great Northern Section WTT Nottingham District. 92pp dated September 1935. Spine
taped. £10
LNER Great Northern Section WTT of freight trains Kings Cross District and Doncaster District
(Main Line). 102pp dated November 1945. £10
LNER Great Northern Section WTT Kings Cross District and Doncaster District (Main Line).
140pp dated September 1935. Front cover poor and detached, spine poor, rear page missing.
£5

363
364
365
366

367
368

LNER Great Northern Section WTT Kings Cross District and Doncaster District (Main Line).
144pp dated September 1938. Front cover poor and loose, spine poor, rear page missing. £5
LNER Great Northern Section WTT Kings Cross District and Doncaster District (Main Line).
142pp dated October 1934. £10
LMS Midland Division sections 1 - 6 WTT of passenger trains. 412pp dated July 1939. Covers
worn, contents OK. £10
LMS Northern Division section 4 WTT of passenger trains Glasgow Central, Edinburgh Princes St
and Carlisle and branches including Glasgow and Edinburgh, Gourock, Ardrossan via Cathcart
and Central Low Level Lines. 110pp dated October 1934. Disbound from larger volume, spine
taped. £10
GWR service timetable No.2 South Wales section Swindon to New Milford. 160pp, dated May
1888. Disbound from a larger volume, spine taped, edges frayed and brittle. £10
GWR No.4 section of the service timetable covering Bristol to and from Swindon. Severn Tunnel
Junction and Weston super Mare. 110pp dated July 1916. Spine taped. £10
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380

381
382
383
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391
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394
395
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397

GWR No.11 section of the service timetable Pontypool Road and Neath Junction. 84pp dated
September 1929. £10
GWR No.13 section of the service timetable covering Oxford, Birmingham, Wolverhampton and
North Warwickshire Line. 192pp dated July 1934. £10
GWR No.13 section of the service timetable Aynho Junction, Birmingham, Wolverhampton and
North Warwickshire Line. 271pp dated June 1947. Paper darkened with age, front and rear page
detached. £10
GWR No.15 section of the service timetable covering Oxford, Worcester and Wolverhampton.
116pp dated July 1938. £10
GWR No.15 section of the service timetable of freight trains covering Oxford, Worcester and
Wolverhampton. 76pp dated October 1942. Paper darkened with age, rear page detached. £10
GWR No.16 section freight train service timetable covering Whitchurch, Brecon, Pwllheli and
Aberystwyth. 40pp, dated October 1942. £10
SR London Central Division "Supplement No.1 to the WTTs dated November 1939". 35pp dated
January 1940. Vertical fold. £10
SR Central Section, section A WTT of main line and main line branch services. 211pp dated July
1929. Rusty staples. £10
SR London Central Division "Working Time Book of Freight Trains". 48pp dated May 1944. £10
SR London Central Division "Working Time Book Freight Trains". 91pp dated July 1939. £10
BR(W) bound volume containing service timetables No.3 & 4 with supplement, Bristol Division
working of coaches, diesel cars & trailers, etc, programme of working of coaches and vans in
through trains, Bristol Division programme of working of guards of passenger trains, etc. Approx
500pp in hardback covers, all dated May 1949. £10
BR(W) bound volume containing service timetables No.3 & 4 with supplement, Bristol Division
working of coaches, diesel cars & trailers, etc, programme of working of coaches and vans in
through trains, Bristol Division programme of working of guards of passenger trains, etc. Approx
500pp in hardback covers, all dated September 1949. £10
BR(W) No.1 section of the service timetable covering London, Reading, Didcot, Oxford,
Wycombe and Banbury. 358pp dated September 1950. Front cover detached. £10
BR(M) Midland Division sections 1-3 & 5-6 WTT of passenger trains. 200+pp dated September
1951. Cover wear and tape marks inside covers. £10
BR(ScR) sections A - E WTT of passenger trains. 200+pp dated September 1961. £10
BR(NE) sections A - G WTT of freight trains. 400+pp dated September 1958. £10
BR(NE) sections A - L WTT of passenger trains. 400+pp dated September 1958. £10
BR(NE) sections A - L WTT of passenger trains. 500+pp dated June 1958. £10
BR(NE) sections A - L WTT of passenger trains. 400+pp dated September 1960. £10
BR(NE) sections A - L WTT of passenger trains. 400+pp dated September 1964. £10
BR(NE) sections A - C WTT of freight trains. 150+pp dated June 1955. £10
BR(NE) sections A - H WTT of passenger trains. 200+pp dated June 1955. Cover wear. £10
BR(E) WTT "Light Engine Working in the Suburban District". 28pp dated June 1950. £10
BR(S) London East District section E WTT of freight trains. 147pp dated June 1956. £10
BR(S) London Central District Main Lines section A WTT of passenger trains. 338pp dated June
1951. £10
BR(S) London Central Division WTT of freight trains. 93pp dated June 1950. £10
BR(S) London Central District Suburban Lines section B WTT of passenger trains. 390pp dated
June 1952. £10
BR(S) London Central District WTT of freight trains. 102pp dated June 1953. £10
BR(S) London West Division Suburban Lines section B WTT of passenger trains. 304pp dated
June 1950. £10
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400
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BR(S) London Central Division Suburban Lines section B WTT of passenger trains. 387pp dated
June 1950. £10
BR(S) London East District section A WTT of passenger trains, main lines via Orpington and
Maidstone East. 203pp dated June 1951. £5
BR(S) London East Division WTT of Passenger Trains Main Lines (Via North Kent and Chatham).
112pp dated June 1950. £5
GREAT INDIAN PENINSULAR RAILWAY Bhusaval Division WTT. 51pp. Plus similar for the
Bombay Division. 22pp. Both dated October 1944 and both very worn. (2) £10

Lots 402 - 407: Carriage Working and Records
402
403
404
405
406
407

BR(S) "Appendix to Carriage Working Notices". 58pp dated June 1966. £5
BR(S) "Appendix to Carriage Working Notices - Electric Trains". 16pp dated June 1961. £5
BR(S) Central Division "Carriage Working Notice Electric Trains". 228pp dated May 1975.
Covers faded. £10
BR(S) Central Division "Carriage Working Notice for Electric and Diesel Multiple Unit Trains".
231pp dated October 1979. Blue coloured covers very faded. £10
BR(S) South Western Division "Carriage Working Notice Loco Hauled Trains (excluding TC
stock)". 96pp dated May 1975. Covers faded. £10
BR(S) "Appendix to Carriage Working Notices - Electric Trains". 15pp dated June 1962. £5

Lots 408 - 413: Appendices to Working Timetables
408
409
410
411
412
413

HIGHLAND RAILWAY Appendix to the WTT. 121pp dated April 1907. Spine taped. £10
GWR Appendix to No.16 section of the service timetable covering Whitchurch, Brecon, Pwllheli
and Aberystwyth. 112pp, dated March 1943. Loss to top r/h corner of front cover. £10
GWR Appendix to No.16 section of the service timetable covering Whitchurch, Brecon, Pwllheli
and Aberystwyth. 112pp, dated March 1943. Loss to top r/h corner of front cover. £10
GWR Supplementary Appendix to No.14 section of the service timetable covering Central Wales
Division. 77pp dated July 1923. £10
BR(W) Appendix to No.11 section of the service timetable covering Pontypool Road and Neath
Junction. 75pp dated December 1948. £10
Three BR(W) Sectional Appendices booklets covering Exeter, Plymouth and Gloucester Districts.
First two, hardback editions, all dated 1960. (3) £10

Lots 414 - 418: Handbills
414
415
416
417
418

GNSR handbill showing services on the Buckie line extension with the opening of stations at
Tochieneal and Glassaugh. 2pp on yellow paper, dated April 1884. £10
LMS 8pp handbill type leaflet "LMS Summer Excursions from Aberdeen, Alloa, Arbroath, Brecin,
etc". Red and black print with cover illustration of Royal Scot loco by Bell. Dated July 1931.
Covers dusty. £10
APPROX 50 BR handbills from various regions for excursions etc. Many multi page examples
from 1950s - 60s. (50) £10
APPROX 50 BR handbills from various regions for excursions etc. Many multi page examples
from 1950s - 60s. (50) £10
APPROX 70 BR handbills from various regions for excursions etc. Several multi page examples
included. Dated 1950s - 60s. (70) £10

Lots 419 - 472: Publicity Material
419

G&SWR commemorative book produced to mark the unveiling of the company's war memorial
at St.Enoch station on 17th February 1922. 24pp in clothbound hardback covers with text from
memorial on front. £10
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431
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434
435
436
437
438
439

SECR official publication "Through the Garden of England". 10pp fold out type leaflet with
coloured pictorial covers showing rural scene in Kent. Opens to show coloured map of the south
east with adverts on rear. Undated. Slightly worn and weak at folds. £10
GER 3pp fold out leaflet "Clacton-on-Sea & Southcliff and Felixstowe". Green and brown
decorative covers. Undated. £10
GER 16pp booklet "New Restaurant Car Service to Yarmouth and Lowestoft". Gold and grey
coloured decorative covers, fully illustrated guide to the area, dated May 1910. Staples removed.
£10

GER booklet "Easter Excursions 1910". Brown, green and yellow coloured decorative covers,
26pp programme of excursions. £10
NER pocket sized 8pp leaflet "Day Outings on the Yorkshire Coast at Cheap Fares". Orange and
black print listing fares from various stations. Dated July 1921. £10
NBR publication "Guide to Furnished Lodgings and Hotels in Scotland". Pictorial paperback
covers show photo illustrations of company loco and sights. 80pp plus plates. Dated 1909. Minor
wear to covers. £10
GCR "The Great Central Railway Journal" November 1912. 30+pp with advert for Hurst Nelson
on front. £5
LNWR publication "Holidays in North Wales" by J. Frith. Coloured pictorial paperback covers
showing boat at sea by Roussel, 208pp plus fold out map, dated 1911. Cover wear. £10
LNWR "Roll of Honour" book of "Company Servants who Lost Their Lives During The Great
War". Hardback, landscape format with title and coat of arms on front in gold. 60+pp listing those
lost in the war and those awarded gallantry medals. £10
LNWR official publication "The Castles of North Wales". Larger sized, decorative paperback
covers in style of ornate bookplate showing Carnarvon Castle. 8pp, fully illustrated, published as
a souvenir of the investiture of the Prince of Wales in July 1911. Very worn, loss to rear cover.
£10

LNWR 6pp leaflet "LNWR Pictorial Postcards". Lists the postcard sets issued by the company.
Dated January 1905. Plus similar dated May 1905 and January 1906. (3) £10
LNWR reprint of article in "Truth" magazine "The British Isles for British Tourists". Paperback,
24pp fully illustrated guide, dated 1907. Slight cover wear. £10
GNR souvenir booklet "GNR Doncaster Plant Works" issued for the visit of members of the
Institution of Locomotive Engineers to the plant in July 1919. Card covers, 16pp illustrated guide.
slight wear. £10
GNR official publication "Twixt Thames & Tweed". Plain dust jacket with hardback pictorial
covers showing York Minster. 207pp plus adverts, published circa 1910s. £5
L&YR centre folding guide book "Ribble Valley. The Ideal Picnic District - Wilpshire, Langho,
Ribchester, etc". Coloured paperback covers, 48pp plus map, circa 1910s. Covers worn and
detached, staples removed. £10
LBSCR official publication "The Sunny South Health Resorts of Surrey & Sussex official list of
hotels and apartments". Brown paperback covers with map of area on front, 68pp dated 1922.
Very worn. £14
MIDLAND RAILWAY guide book "Isle of Man via Barrow-in-Furness & Lakeland". Smaller sized,
brown card covers, 112pp plus fold out map. Dated 1896. Slight wear to edge of covers. £10
MIDLAND RAILWAY publication "Pocket Guide to the Midland Railway of England". Coloured
pictorial card covers showing illustration of Haddon Hall. 138pp guide to places to visit on the
Midland Railway. Complete with fold out map. Dated 1895. Foxing to covers. £10
CAMBRIAN RAILWAYS official guide book "Picturesque Wales". Pictorial card covers, 129pp
plus fold out map, published for the railway in 1895. Minor spine faults. £10
BRITISH WESTINGHOUSE ELECTRIC AND MANUFACTURING COMPANY published booklet
"The Mersey Railway of To-day". Paperback covers, 46pp published as a souvenir of the
introduction of electric power on the Mersey Railway, May 1904. £10
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451
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GWR 16pp booklet "Land Cruises by Motor Coach and Train in Western England,
Shakespeareland, Cambrian Coast & Wales". Green and black covers showing illustration of
coach in countryside. Illustrated guide to tours, dated 1933. Rusty staples removed. £10
GWR 12pp centre folding leaflet "Land Cruises by Motor Coach Through Western England &
Wales". Black and green illustrated covers showing view of cottages by Ralph Mott. Illustrated
guide to tours, dated 1939. Rusty staples removed. £10
GWR 12pp centre folding leaflet "Land Cruises by Motor Coach Through Western England &
Wales". Brown and orange illustrated covers showing view of cottage by Ralph Mott. Illustrated
guide to tours, dated 1938. Rusty staples removed. £10
GWR official publication "Holiday Haunts 1923". 600+pp, bound into green clothbound hardback
covers with title and coat of arms in gold on front. No fold out map in rear pocket £10
GWR 8pp fold out leaflet "How to Advertise in Holiday Haunts". Red and black print with roundel
on front. 2pp list of advertising rates detached. Dated 1935. £10
GWR Programme of the Visit of the Japanese Commercial Mission to the GWR Locomotive,
Carriage and Wagon Works, Swindon on January 2nd 1922. Card covers showing title in gold
and coat of arms of the company. 6pp guide, programme and timetable plus plates and fold out
system map and plan of works. £10
GWR bookmark "Direct Route North and Midlands to The South". Front shows map of route,
reverse advertises "Efficiency in Travel for journeys between London & Birmingham" showing
route map". Creased and worn, string tear top centre. Plus LMS bookmark advertising "LMS
Save to Travel" and "Ireland. A Great Place for Sportsmen". Blue print, creased. (2) £12
SR booklet "Social Services for Southern Railwaymen - hospital services, convalescent homes,
orphanage". Blue paperback covers, 11pp dated September 1935. Rusty staples removed. £10
LNER official publication "Ports of the LNER 1938". Red and black illustrated card covers
showing ship and wagon, 172pp plus adverts. No fold out maps. Cover wear. £10
LNER official publication "How the LNER Carries Exceptional Freight Loads". Green, yellow
and black card covers showing 50-ton wagon. 59pp fully illustrated guide to unusual freight
loads. Second edition dated July 1931. Good condition. Plus LNER publication "How The LNER
ëExpresses' Freight". Illustrated cover showing photo view of freight train hauled by 4771. 42pp
showing route maps and timetables of the major freight services. Dated September 1938. Worn/
poor condition. (2) £5
LNER official publication "Railway and Road-way Holidays - Durham and Northumberland". Blue
and red covers showing map of country and north east area. 32pp plus fold-out map and 68pp
supplement in front pocket. Dated 1939. Plus similar for Yorkshire and the Dukeries (1938) and
Yorkshire Dales (1938). Slight wear to all. (3) £10
LNER souvenir booklet "Doncaster Plant Works" issued for the visit of members of the Institution
of Locomotive Engineers to the plant in June 1927. Card covers with photo of A3 on front, 14pp
plus plates and fold out plan. £10
LNER publication "LNER - Commercial Geography". Clothbound, softback covers. 178pp plus
fold out map, dated 1925. Produced for staff studying for the company's secondary examination.
Plus 36pp revision sheets supplement. (2) £5
LNER Lantern Lecture notes "The Railway Museum York". Grey card covers, 21pp undated. £10
LNER 36pp handbill type programme for the railway exhibition at Walthamstow, May 1937. Blue
print with illustration of A4 loco 4482 at top. £10
LMS official publication "The Story of the Royal Scot". Issued as a souvenir of the visit of the train
to the "Century of Progress" exposition in Chicago 1933. Red and black coloured pictorial covers
showing image of Scottish piper. 32pp. £10
LMS official publication "One Hundred Years of Railways - Liverpool and Manchester Railway
Centenary September 1930". Coloured pictorial card covers, 62pp. £5
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Two RAILWAY GAZETTE reprinted articles from the Railway Gazette Magazine. Mechanisation
of Toton Down Marshalling Yard LMS (27pp, 1939), Whitemoor Marshalling Yard LNER (20pp,
1929). (2) £10
Four BR "Holiday Guide" books covering South West area (1955 & 1956), South & South East
(1956), Southern England & Channel Islands (1958). Each 200+pp with coloured pictorial
paperback covers. Slight cover wear to all. (4) £10
BR(M) typescript booklet "Derby Locomotive Works - a brief resume of the main shops and
activities of the Derby Locomotive Works". Clothbound hardback covers, 29 pages plus official
photos of loco types and fold out plan. Circa mid 1950s. £10
BR(M) glossy illustrated brochure "The New Euston Station 1968". 28pp, produced to publicise
the rebuilding of the station. Includes BIC construction bulletin No.32 and Euston Preservation
Fund handbill. £5
CATALOGUE for the sale of the wines and spirits stock of the ex LNWR Grand Hotel, Birmingham
in June 1970. Card covers, 18pp, vertical fold. £10
BR(E) 6pp glossy leaflet issued to commemorate the centenary of the LT&SR in 1956. Plus two
whole Edmondson tickets in LT&SR style for the event. (3) £5
DONCASTER PLANT CENTENARY. Handbill for the Ivatt Atlantic special trains, September
1953 plus three page timings and information sheet. £10
CAMBRIAN WAGON WORKS LTD playing cards. Reverse shows photo illustration of 16 ton
wagon. Complete set in official box. Produced circa 1950s. Wear to box, cards OK. £10
CLAY CROSS COMPANY LTD pocket sized diary for 1936. Leather covers with name in gold on
front. 208pp, a few minor annotations. £10
FILE of leaflets, timing sheets, historical information, etc for mostly RCTS and SLS railtours in
the 1950s and 60s. (Qty) £10
CANADIAN PACIFIC souvenir of the company's pavilion at the British Empire Exhibition in 1924.
Coloured pictorial covers showing entrance to the exhibit, 24pp fully illustrated guide. £10
ISLE OF MAN RAILWAY & ROAD SERVICES "Handy Guide to the Isle of Man". Blue and green
print, 16pp fold out map illustrated with local views and company bus & train. Circa 1960s. £5
ISLE OF MAN STEAM PACKET COMPANY centenary souvenir of the company 1830-1930.
Yapp edged card covers with coloured logo on front cover. 110pp fully illustrated, covering
history of the company. £10
SWITZERLAND. Photo illustrated guide to the Albula Bahn. Coloured pictorial card covers
showing train on viaduct, 20+ photo view pages, circa 1920s. £10
JAPANESE GOVERNMENT RAILWAYS publication "A Glimpse of the Omiya Works". Card
covers, 7pp plus fold out map, published 1929. Text in English. £10
JAPANESE NATIONAL RAILWAYS publication "Facts & Figures 1965". Paperback, 80pp. Text
in English. £10

Lots 473 - 474: Menus
473
474

BR named train wine list from The Caledonian. 4pp laminated thin card with coloured cover
design, opening to showing wine list with travel information on rear. Print date 1957. Worn and
darkened with age. Plus 1pp luncheon menu card from the train. £10
LNER 4pp thin card menu with red, black and gold cover design commemorating the 1937
coronation. Opens to show breakfast menu for the Wolferton to Liverpool St train on 12th May
1937 with dinner menu for the return journey. System map on rear. £10

Lots 475 - 486: Bus Timetables and Publicity
475
476

BRISTOL OMNIBUS COMPANY timetable booklet of Bristol city services. Green covers, 80pp
plus fold out map, dated September 1958. £10
CROSVILLE MOTOR SERVICES "Handbook for 1950". Coloured pictorial covers showing bus
in countryside, 118pp plus fold out map. Lists service and fleet details. £10
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477
478
479
480
481
482
483
484
485
486

CURTIS (Manchester) pocket sized, 4pp thin card timetable of services between Manchester
and Leigh. Circa early 1950s. Pin hole through cover. £10
EAST YORKSHIRE MOTOR SERVICES timetable booklet. Blue coloured covers showing bus
and scenic views. 148pp plus fold out map, dated May 1949. £10
GLASGOW CORPORATION TRANSPORT official guide book "Seeing Glasgow by Tram &
Bus". Colourful pictorial covers showing couple on top deck of tram, 68pp, centre page map,
dated 1934. £10
GREYHOUND MOTORS (Bristol) timetable booklet of local services. Card covers, 48pp dated
September 1933. £10
LEEDS CITY TRANSPORT timetable booklet. Brown and red coloured, illustrated paperback
covers, 112pp dated January 1954. £10
LINCOLNSHIRE ROAD CAR COMPANY Southern area timetable booklet dated June 1957.
206pp, green covers with area map on back. £10
MAIDSTONE & DISTRICT MOTOR SERVICES (Sussex Area) timetable booklet. Green and
black covers, 52pp, dated August 1928. £10
NORTH WESTERN ROAD CAR timetable booklet. Illustrated covers showing bus station.
203pp dated September 1942. £10
RIBBLE MOTOR SERVICES time and faretable booklet for express and limited stop services.
Agents and staff copy, dated June 1936. 180pp plus fold out map. Plus similar dated June 1939.
(2) £10
YORKSHIRE WOOLLEN DISTRICT timetable booklet. Black and blue covers showing bus
illustration. 140pp plus fold out map, dated June 1963. Plus Yorkshire Traction excursion
programme 1958, Isle of Man Road Services timetable July 1954, Thames Valley timetable
September 1959 and LT Watford area timetable October 1969. (5) £10

Lots 487 - 500: Bus E Plates
487
488
489
490
491
492
493
494
495
496
497
498

LONDON TRANSPORT enamel "E" plate showing "1 MON - SAT FARE STAGE". Black lettering
on white, ex stop condition. £10
LONDON TRANSPORT enamel "E" plate showing "1 MON - SAT". Black lettering on white, ex
stop condition. £10
LONDON TRANSPORT enamel "E" plate showing "116 MON - FRI RUSH HOURS". Black
lettering on white, ex stop condition. £10
LONDON TRANSPORT enamel "E" plate showing "119 MON - FRI PEAK HOURS". Black
lettering on white, ex stop condition. £10
LONDON TRANSPORT enamel "E" plate showing "119 MON - FRI". Black lettering on white, ex
stop condition. £10
LONDON TRANSPORT enamel "E" plate showing "119A SATURDAY". Black lettering on white,
ex stop condition. £10
LONDON TRANSPORT enamel "E" plate showing "2 MON - FRI PEAK HOURS SAT - SUN".
Black and red lettering on white, ex stop condition. £10
LONDON TRANSPORT enamel "E" plate showing "245 MON - SAT". Black lettering on white,
ex stop condition. £10
LONDON TRANSPORT enamel "E" plate showing "245A SUNDAY". Red lettering on white, ex
stop condition. £10
LONDON TRANSPORT enamel "E" plate showing "258 MON - SAT". Black lettering on white,
ex stop condition. £10
LONDON TRANSPORT enamel "E" plate showing "260 MON - FRI & SUNDAY". Red and black
lettering on white, ex stop condition. £10
LONDON TRANSPORT enamel "E" plate showing "261 MON - SAT". Black lettering on white,
ex stop condition. £10
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499
500

LONDON TRANSPORT enamel "E" plate showing "263 SAT - SUN SPECIAL JOURNEYS". Red
and black lettering on white, ex stop condition. £10
LONDON TRANSPORT enamel "E" plate showing "266 MON - FRI RUSH HOURS". Black
lettering on white, ex stop condition. £10

Lots 501 - 560: Hardware Items
Security Notice

For security reasons, small items of railwayana and ephemera, labels, postcards, photographs and
negatives may only be viewed under the strict supervision of the stewards at Stoneleigh.

Lots 501-515: Due to their size or weight, these 15 Lots will not be available to view at Stoneleigh. The
winning bidders must collect them from Woodford Halse within 28 days of the sale closing date.
501
502
503
504
505
506
507
508
509
510
511
512
513
514
515
516
517
518
519
520

A Southern Railway running in board, HELLINGLY, from the Polegate to Eridge Cuckoo Line.
110"x18".
A BR(E) running in board, WHITE HART LANE, from the Hackney Down to Cheshunt route. The
station of Tottenham Hotspur football ground. A photo of the sign in situ accompanies the lot.
130"x16"
An early GWR signal box nameboard, FESTINIOG STATION SIGNAL CABIN, from the Bala to
Blaenau Festiniog branch which closed in 1961, the northern section being retained for use by
Trawsfynydd Power Station. 102"x15".
A signal box nameboard, WILLESDEN NEW STATION, 105"x10½", original condition.
A Whitehaven Junction Railway boundary post showing the company initials. Cast iron, overall
height 39".
A step tread, UNION CONSTRUCTION, FELTHAM 1928. Ex LT stock, later moved to the Isle of
Wight becoming IOW 19. Cast brass, 74"x3½".
A BR(M) signal box nameboard, SWYNNERTON JUNCTION, the box between Stone and
Norton Bridge, junction for Cold Meece Ordnance Depot. The branch closed in 1958. Enamel,
108"x9", a little discolouration to the letters.
A large LMS wooden chest, LM&S SURVEYORS DEPT EUSTON on the front, 51"x27", height
21".
An LB&SCR fogging signal with lever. The body revolves ninety degrees when the lever is
operated.
A signal box nameboard, SELSIDE, between Ribblehead and Horton in Ribblesdale. 40½"x10¼",
original condition with mounting brackets to the rear.
A Lancashire and Yorkshire Railway signal box back plate, 89"x14", with title plate, twenty plates
and four BR replacements.
A notice, LNWR ARMITAGE GOODS STATION ENTRANCE, cast letters on wood, 30"x42".
An LNWR and North Staffordshire Railways poster board with cast letters, 54½"x30", original
condition.
A signal box nameboard, MANTON EAST, from the Leicester to Peterborough route. 103"x8¾".
A signal box nameboard, HEDNESFORD No 3, from the Rugeley to Walsall route, 130"x9", the
front repainted.
A Railway Signal Co miniature staff, HAIGH JC-WHELLEY JC STAFF, from the Wigan to Chorley
route, the section closing in 1967.
A shedplate, 51A (Darlington). Repainted.
A group of GWR lever plates for detonators, each 3"x4¾".
An original painting, MIDLAND & SOUTH WESTERN JUNCTION RAILWAY 4-4-4T No 17, by
Wells, oil on board, 20"x16".
An LMS carthorse bridle, complete with four LMS brasses. Excellent condition.
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521
522
523
524
525
526
527
528
529
530
531
532
533
534
535
536
537
538
539
540
541
542
543
544
545
546
547
548
549
550
551
552
553
554
555

A GWR phone circuit card, SEVERN TUNNEL JCT - CALDICOT, framed. £40
A Tyers GWR semaphore home signal repeater on wooden stand, used at Moreton Cutting box
near Didcot.
A Caledonian Railway guard's whistle, initials on the lip.
A shedplate, 52A (Gateshead). Repainted.
A wagonplate, THE BRISTOL & SOUTH WALES RAILWAY WAGON CO LD, OWNERS, No
59593. Cast iron, 9½"x4¾", the front repainted.
A South Wales Railway cap badge, brass, 2"x1", tarnished. The company was formed in 1850
and became part of the GWR in 1863.
A wagonplate, LITTLETON COLLIERY SIDINGS PENKRIDGE. Enamel, corner chips restored,
9"x6". Also, WEST CANNOCK COLLIERY, enamel, poor. (2)
A BR(NE) departure board, STATIONS TO NEWCASTLE, EXCEPT ELSWICK. Painted wood in
frame, original well-used condition, 33"x13½".
A North British Railway guard's whistle, initials on the lip.
A shedplate, 64A (St. Margarets). Repainted.
A wagonplate, THE ROLLING STOCK CO, OWNERS, DARLINGTON, No 64. Cast iron,
11½"x6", the front repainted.
A Tewkesbury and Malvern Railway cap badge, brass, 1¾"x½", tarnished. The company was
formed in 1864 and became part of the Midland Railway in 1877.
An SR ashtray, SOUTHAMPTON DOCKS CENTENARY 1838-1939.
A Great North of Scotland Railway guard's whistle, initials on the lip.
A Tyers No 6 single line tablet, DEREHAM WEST JC-WENDLING, (alloy), from the Dereham to
Kings Lynn route, closed 1968.
An SR signal repeater, S RLY, ON/WRONG/OFF, brass case.
A shedplate, 71A (Eastleigh). The front repainted.
A pair of SR signal lever plates, cast iron, painted wording, 3½"x8¾", original condition.
A signal box indicator/switch, REAR SECTION TRAIN BELL SIGNALS, SPECIAL & EMERGENCY
SIGNALS, TRAIN APPROACHING UNDER REG, BLOCKING BACK, two rotating knobs with
electric contacts to rear.
A Tyers No 6 single line tablet, CALLERTON-COXLODGE, from the North Eastern Railway
Darras Hall branch, Newcastle.
A Port of London Authority guard's whistle, initials on lip.
A North Staffordshire Railway LOOK OUT armband, complete with straps and buckle, minor
surface scratches.
A shedplate, 89A (Oswestry). Cleaned and the front repainted.
A GWR platform lamp name glass, WALLINGFORD, the name in raised blue lettering.
A Glasgow and South Western Railway salt spoon by Walker and Hall, length 4".
A group of SR signal lever plates from West Byfleet box, cast brass, 3¾"x4¾". (3)
An SR signal repeater, LV TREADLE CLEAR/OCCUPIED, brass case.
A wagonplate, EMPTY TO STRAFFORD COLLIERIES, WORSBRO BRANCH, GCR. Enamel,
12"x10", edge chipping.
A shedplate, 32A (Norwich Thorpe). The front repainted.
A North Staffordshire Railway guard's whistle, initials on lip.
A wagonplate, AUGSBURG-NURNBERG, 84455, 1912. Cast iron, 7¼"x4¾", cleaned but
unpainted.
A pair of SR signal lever plates, cast brass, 3¾"x4¾", the fronts repainted.
An SR signal repeater, E. F. BAR CLEAR/OCCUPIED, brass case.
A GWR phone circuit card, BORDESLEY JCT NORTH END SHUNTERS - SOUTH, framed.
A GWR platform lamp name glass, OXFORD, the name in raised blue lettering.
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556
557
558
559
560

A shedplate, 65A (Eastfield). The front repainted.
An original painting, SNCF 4-6-0 2707 by F Moore, 15"x11", framed, overall 18¾"x15".
A nameboard, CAMBRIAN AIRWAYS, used on connecting coach services 19505/605. Painted
wood, 24"x9".
A wagonplate, SOUTH LEICESTERSHIRE COLLIERY CO LD, OWNERS. Cast iron, 9¼"x6¼",
the front repainted.
A porthole window from the back of the cab of an Isle of Wight 02 tank, W14. Diameter 18½", the
brass stamped LR 14 (left rear).

Lots 561 - 572: Bus E Plates
561
562
563
564
565
566
567
568
569
570
571
572

LONDON TRANSPORT enamel "E" plate showing "273 MON - SAT". Black lettering on white,
ex stop condition. £10
LONDON TRANSPORT enamel "E" plate showing "283 FARE STAGE". Black lettering on white,
ex stop condition. £10
LONDON TRANSPORT enamel "E" plate showing "292 MON - FRI OFF PEAK HOURS SAT SUN". Red and black lettering on white, ex stop condition. £10
LONDON TRANSPORT enamel "E" plate showing "297 MON - SAT". Black lettering on white,
ex stop condition. £10
LONDON TRANSPORT enamel "E" plate showing "H1". Black lettering on white, ex stop
condition. £10
LONDON TRANSPORT enamel "E" plate showing "N98 NIGHT". White lettering on black, ex
stop condition. £10
LONDON TRANSPORT enamel "E" plate showing "TAIL STOP". Black lettering on white, ex
stop condition. £10
LONDON TRANSPORT enamel "E" plate showing "25". Black lettering on white, ex stop
condition. £10
LONDON TRANSPORT enamel "E" plate showing "248". Black lettering on white, ex stop
condition. £10
LONDON TRANSPORT enamel "E" plate showing "251". Black lettering on white, ex stop
condition. £10
LONDON TRANSPORT enamel "E" plate showing "268". Black lettering on white, ex stop
condition. £10
LONDON TRANSPORT enamel "E" plate showing "708". White lettering on green, ex stop
condition. £10

Lots 573 - 576: Ian Allan ABCs
573
574
575
576

IAN ALLAN ABC Combined Volume dated January 1951. Clothbound hardback covers, no dust
jacket. No underlining, slight wear to edge of covers. £10
IAN ALLAN ABC Combined Volume dated August 1952. Clothbound hardback covers, no dust
jacket. No underlining, slight wear. £10
IAN ALLAN ABC Combined Volume dated March 1952. Clothbound hardback covers, no dust
jacket. No underlining, slight edge wear. £10
IAN ALLAN ABC Combined Volume dated February 1953. Clothbound hardback covers, no dust
jacket. No underlining. £10

Lot 577: Badges (Totem)
577

BR(NE) tangerine enamel on chrome totem type uniform cap badge "Foreman". £10

578

CIE oval shaped cloth badge. 3" x 2" showing company initials and laurel leaves. Slight wear.

Lots 578 - 581: Badges
£10
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579
580
581

GWR Staff Association hallmarked silver and enamel medal. Small sized, shield type design
showing name in light blue enamel in centre. Awarded for a music festival in 1937. Contained in
original case. Case poor, medal good condition. £10
MIDLAND RAILWAY nickel cap badge showing company initials in capitals. Good used condition.
Plus company griffin logo also in nickel. (2) £10
SR Staff Association enamel and gilt button badge. Small sized showing BR(S) lion holding
wheel over crown design in red, white and green enamel. £10

Lot 582: Buttons
582

BUTTONS. Small collection of approx 10 buttons including examples from Aberdeen Joint
Station, GCR Marine, PLA, GNR(I), LGOC, Caledonian. Various sizes. (10) £10

583

GWR 3rd class pupil, apprentice season ticket issued at Mangotsfield to Bristol TM. Plus two
similar issued at Bath Spa. (3) £10
Quantity of mostly BR whole and half Edmondson tickets and a small quantity of Nigerian
Railway whole Edmondson tickets. £10
GWR paper ticket for a Rail Motor Car. 3rd class monthly for use from Cleobury Mortimer to
Ditton Priors. Issued, but no year given. £5
APPROX 260 Irish railways whole Edmondson tickets with examples from GNR(I), CDRJC,
GSR, NIR, UTA. Unissued. (Qty) £10
ALBUM of tickets. A few pre-nat examples but mostly BR from 1950s - 90s. £10
Quantity of paper and Edmondson type rail tickets including a few overseas. £10
NBR Wansbeck Section paper type "Train Ticket Reedsmouth to Woodburn - Train Staff
Following". Yellow paper, used, dated 1882. Plus similar on blue paper for Scotsgap Junction to
Woodburn, dated 1883. (2) £10
Quantity of Welsh Highland Railway whole Edmondson return tickets. Three types, all unused.
(Qty) £5
Quantity of mostly rail tickets. Mainly BR machine issues and Edmondsons from the 1970s and
80s plus a few overseas types. (Qty) £10
Quantity of BR platform tickets. Edmondson and AA types. (Qty) £10
APPROX 100 whole Edmondson tickets including examples from pre grouping, pre-nat, LOR
and BR. Plus a few BR season tickets. (Qty) £10

Lots 583 - 593: Tickets
584
585
586
587
588
589
590
591
592
593

Lots 594 - 603: Luggage Labels

Luggage labels type codes, where quoted, are taken from the Railway Print Society publication "PreGrouping Luggage Labels" which we gratefully acknowledge.

594
595
596

597
598
599

ABERDEEN RAILWAY (miss-spelt Abereden) luggage label "Guthrie". Printed on yellow paper,
used and attached to paper dated 1850. £10
LNER circular pictorial luggage label "The Flying Scotsman" to London King's Cross. Red, black
and blue showing P2 loco and train. Plus similar for "The Silver Jubilee" to London King's Cross.
Blue, black and silver showing Silver Link loco. (2) £5
APPROX 11 Midland Railway - NCC luggage labels on coloured paper to UK mainland
destinations via Belfast & Fleetwood, Belfast & Liverpool, Larne & Stranraer, Larne. Plus 4 MR NCC labels for "Short Sea Passage" to Glasgow, Harrogate, Peterborough and blank. Together
with similar "Royal Mail Route" label to Manchester. (Qty) £10
Twelve LC&DR luggage labels on blue paper. No duplication. Plus 6 LT&SR labels and 6 LPTB
or LTE labels. No duplication. (24) £10
8 GW&LNWR and 12 LNW&GWR luggage labels. No duplication. (20) £10
Approx 36 LSWR luggage labels to IOW destinations, all on coloured paper. No apparent
duplication, some a little faded. (36) £10
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600
601
602
603

Approx 44 M&GN luggage labels of various types. No apparent duplication. Plus 4 routing and 2
parcels labels. (50) £10
Approx 40 GNR luggage labels in various styles. Plus 8 routing or parcel labels on coloured
paper. No apparent duplication. (48) £10
APPROX 700 luggage, parcels and miscellaneous labels from a variety of pre and post grouping
companies and BR. Occasional duplication. (Qty) £10
APPROX 700 luggage, parcels and miscellaneous labels from a variety of pre and post grouping
companies and BR. Occasional duplication. (Qty) £10

Lot 604: Parcel and Letter Stamps
604

LYNTON AND BARNSTAPLE RAILWAY lilac coloured 1d parcel stamp. Used. £10

Lots 605 - 630: Postcards

Reference numbers quoted for railway official postcards are from "The Official Railway Postcard Book"
by John Alsop which we gratefully acknowledge.

605
606
607
608
609
610
611
612
613
614
615
616
617
618
619
620

LYNTON & BARNSTAPLE RAILWAY official postcard published by Peacock showing Bratton
Fleming Station (LYN003). Not postally used. £5
LYNTON & BARNSTAPLE RAILWAY official postcard published by Peacock showing Chelfham
Station and Viaduct (LYN006). Not postally used. £5
LYNTON & BARNSTAPLE RAILWAY official postcard published by Peacock showing Woody
Bay Station (LYN009). Postally used. £5
LYNTON & BARNSTAPLE RAILWAY official postcard published by Peacock showing untitled
view of train (LYN011). Postally used. £5
GWR official correspondence card "Cary Arms Hotel Babbacombe" (GW7652-4) showing B&W
view. Postally used 1912. Punch holes. £5
GWR oversize official card from a painting by Leonard Richmond "Abbey Walk, Penzance"
(GW272). Not postally used. £5
GWR oversize official card from a painting by Leonard Richmond "Mousehole, near Penzance"
(GW273). Not postally used, slight foxing on rear. £5
GWR oversize official card from Leonard Richmond painting "Newlyn, near Penzance" (GW274).
Not postally used, slight foxing on rear. £5
GWR oversize official card "Morrab Gardens, Penzance" from a painting by Leonard Richmond
(GW275). Unused. Slightly rounded corners. £5
GWR oversize official card from a painting by Leonard Richmond "Porthcurnow, showing Logan
Rock" (GW276). Not postally used. £5
GWR oversize official card from a painting by Leonard Richmond "St Michael's Mount, Marazion"
(GW278). Not postally used. £5
GWR oversize official card from a painting by Leonard Richmond "The Approach to Lamcriva
Cove" (GW279). Not postally used. £5
GWR early intermediate size official card "Grand Pump Room, Bath" (GW508). UB. Postally
used 1900. £14
SOUTHERN RAILWAY official card "Charing Cross Hotel" (SR002) showing real photo aerial
view. Not postally used. £8
GER official real photo card "Main Entrance Liverpool St. Hotel" (GE342-4). Faded, not postally
used. £10
GER official advert card "Pleasure Boat Inn, Hickling Broad" (GE249) showing colour view with
advert "Go to the East Coast for the Bracing Air of the North Sea" on back. Postally used 1904.
£12

621

METROPOLITAN RAILWAY official cards. "At Pinner" (MET016) used 1910, "Northolt Church"
(MET005) not used. (2) £10
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622
623
624
625
626
627
628
629
630

Two SECR official Boulogne cross channel series cards "Arrivee du Paquebots de la Ligne
Bologne - Folkestone" (SE111F) and "Departure of Bologne - Folkestone Steamer" (SE130).
Both postally used. (2) £12
GLASGOW & SOUTH WESTERN RAILWAY official card "Brodnick Bay, Arran" (GSW002).
Showing colour view. UB. Postally used 1903. £8
Three (of five) LNER official cards in "LNER Camping Coach" set (LNE350, 351 & 353). All
unused. (3) £14
PORTPATRICK & WIGTOWNSHIRE JOINT RAILWAYS official card "New Galloway (Looking
South)" (PWJ010). Postally used, trimmed at l/h edge. £10
SOUTH EASTERN & CHATHAM & DOVER RAILWAYS official card "The Parade, Herne Bay"
(SE239). Scrolled title, B&W vignette, printed by PPC, UB, postally used 1903. £12
GER correspondence card "Farm Produce" (GE330) with line drawing illustration of horse and
cart on front. Vertical crease at centre, postally used 1906. £14
GLEN LINE official poster card showing colour view of ship and palm trees. Not postally used,
writing on back. £12
COMMERCIAL CARD showing colour view of the gardens from the Keswick Hotel. Not used.
Plus one LMS and two BTH official cards of the Gleneagles Hotel showing slightly elevated
exterior views. BTH examples used. (3) £12
FRANCE. Approx 100 commercial cards published by Fleury showing B&W views of French
steam locos. (100) £30

Lots 631 - 713: Photographs
631
632
633
634
635
636
637
638
639
640
641
642
643
644

STATIONS. Approx 100 B&W postcard sized photos showing stations and signalboxes in
Scotland circa 1940s - 1990s. Reasonable quality. (100) £10
STATIONS. Approx 100 B&W postcard sized photos showing stations and signalboxes in
Scotland circa 1940s - 1990s. Reasonable quality. (100) £10
STATIONS. Approx 100 B&W postcard sized photos showing stations and signalboxes in
Scotland circa 1940s - 1990s. Reasonable quality. (100) £10
STATIONS. Approx 100 B&W postcard sized photos showing stations and signalboxes in
Scotland circa 1940s - 1990s. Reasonable quality. (100) £10
STATIONS. Approx 100 B&W postcard sized photos showing ex LNER stations and signalboxes
in England circa 1940s - 1990s. Reasonable quality. (100) £10
STATIONS. Approx 100 B&W postcard sized photos showing ex LMS stations and signalboxes
in England circa 1940s - 1990s. Reasonable quality. (100) £10
STATIONS. Approx 100 B&W postcard sized photos showing ex LMS and LNER stations and
signalboxes in England circa 1940s - 1990s. Reasonable quality. (100) £10
STATIONS. Approx 100 B&W postcard sized photos showing stations, signalboxes, depots and
infrastructure. Various locations, circa 1900s - 1960s. Varying quality. (100) £10
DEPOTS. Approx 100 B&W postcard sized photos showing loco sheds in Scotland circa 1940s
- 1960s. Reasonable quality. (100) £10
NBR. Approx 100 B&W postcard sized photos showing NBR J37 class 0-6-0 locos in LNER and
BR livery. Reasonable quality. (100) £10
NBR. Approx 100 B&W postcard sized photos showing NBR N15 class 0-6-2 tank locos in LNER
and BR livery. Reasonable quality. (100) £10
NBR. Approx 100 B&W postcard sized photos showing NBR J83 and J88 tank locos in LNER
and BR livery. Reasonable quality. (100) £10
NBR. Approx 100 B&W postcard sized photos showing NBR locos in NBR and LNER livery.
Varying quality. (100) £10
GNSR. Approx 100 B&W postcard sized photos showing ex GNSR locos in LNER and BR livery.
Reasonable quality. (100) £10
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645
646
647
648
649
650
651
652
653
654
655
656
657
658
659
660

GNSR. Approx 100 B&W postcard sized photos showing GNSR locos in GNSR, LNER and BR
livery. Reasonable quality. (100) £20
NER. Approx 100 B&W postcard sized photos showing NER locos in LNER and BR livery.
Reasonable quality. (100) £10
NER. Approx 100 B&W postcard sized photos showing NER locos in NER, LNER and BR livery.
Varying quality. (100) £10
MIDLAND RAILWAY. Approx 100 B&W postcard sized photos showing MR locos in MR and LMS
livery. Varying quality. (100) £10
MIDLAND RAILWAY. Approx 100 B&W postcard sized photos showing MR locos in MR, LMS
and BR livery. Reasonable quality. (100) £20
GNR. Approx 100 B&W postcard sized photos showing GNR locos in LNER and BR livery.
Reasonable quality. (100) £10
GNR. Approx 100 B&W postcard sized photos showing GNR locos in GNR, LNER and BR livery.
Varying quality. (100) £10
GER. Approx 100 B&W postcard sized photos showing GER locos in LNER and BR livery.
Reasonable quality. (100) £10
GCR. Approx 100 B&W postcard sized photos showing GCR locos in LNER and BR livery.
Reasonable quality. (100) £10
LNWR. Approx 100 B&W postcard sized photos showing LNWR locos mostly in LNWR and LMS
livery. Varying quality. (100) £10
LNWR. Approx 75 B&W postcard sized photos showing LNWR carriages and rolling stock mostly
in LNWR livery. Reasonable quality. (75) £10
LBSCR. Approx 100 B&W postcard sized photos showing LBSCR locos mostly in BR livery.
Reasonable quality. (100) £20
LSWR. Approx 100 B&W postcard sized photos showing LSWR locos in BR livery. Reasonable
quality. (100) £20
SECR. Approx 100 B&W postcard sized photos showing SECR locos in SECR and earlier livery.
Quality varies. (100) £20
SECR. Approx 100 B&W postcard sized photos showing SECR locos in SECR and earlier livery.
Quality varies. (100) £20
FURNESS RAILWAY. Approx 74 B&W postcard sized photos showing FR locos in FR and LMS
livery. Plus approx 26 photos showing Maryport & Carlisle Railway locos. Varying quality. (100)
£20

661
662
663
664
665
666
667
668

LNER. Approx 100 B&W postcard sized photos showing LNER A3 class locos in LNER and BR
livery. Reasonable quality. (100) £10
LNER. Approx 100 B&W postcard sized photos showing LNER B12 and B17 locos in LNER and
BR livery. Reasonable quality. (100) £10
LNER. Approx 100 B&W postcard sized photos showing LNER A1 class locos in LNER and BR
livery. Reasonable quality. (100) £10
LNER. Approx 100 B&W postcard sized photos showing LNER J39 locos in LNER and BR livery.
Reasonable quality. (100) £10
LNER. Approx 100 B&W postcard sized photos showing LNER A2 class locos in LNER and BR
livery. Reasonable quality. (100) £10
LNER. Approx 100 B&W postcard sized photos showing LNER and constituents locos in pre
grouping and LNER livery. Varying quality. (100) £10
LNER. Approx 75 B&W postcard sized photos showing ex NER and GNR locos in pre grouping,
LNER and BR livery. Varying quality. (75) £10
LNER. Approx 100 B&W postcard sized photos showing LNER and constituents locos in pre
grouping LNER and BR livery. Varying quality. (100) £10
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680
681
682
683
684
685
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688
689
690
691
692
693

LNER. Approx 100 B&W postcard sized photos showing LNER locos in LNER livery. Reasonable
quality. (100) £20
LNER. Approx 100 B&W postcard sized photos showing LNER A1 and A3 locos in BR livery.
Reasonable quality. (100) £20
LNER. Approx 100 B&W postcard sized photos showing LNER A4 and A3 locos in BR livery.
Reasonable quality. (100) £20
GWR. Approx 100 B&W postcard sized photos showing GWR tender locos in GWR livery. A few
with postcard backs. Reasonable quality. (100) £20
GWR. Approx 100 B&W postcard sized photos showing GWR 4-6-0 locos in BR livery.
Reasonable quality. (100) £20
GWR. Approx 100 B&W postcard sized photos showing GWR tank locos in BR livery. Reasonable
quality. (100) £20
SR. Approx 100 B&W postcard sized photos showing SR locos in SR and BR livery. Varying
quality. (100) £10
SR. Approx 100 B&W postcard sized photos showing SR locos in SR and BR livery. Varying
quality. (100) £10
SR. Approx 100 B&W postcard sized photos showing SR locos in SR and BR livery. Varying
quality. (100) £10
SR. Approx 135 B&W postcard sized photos showing SR locos in BR livery. Reasonable quality.
(135) £20
SR. Approx 100 B&W postcard sized photos showing SR West Country and Battle of Britain
locos mostly in BR livery. Reasonable quality. (100) £20
SR. Approx 100 B&W postcard sized photos showing locos on the IOW in SR and BR livery.
Reasonable quality. (100) £20
LMS. Approx 100 B&W postcard sized photos showing LMS Duchess locos in LMS and BR
livery. Reasonable quality. (100) £10
LMS. Approx 100 B&W postcard sized photos showing LMS Patriot and Royal Scot locos in LMS
and BR livery. Reasonable quality. (100) £10
LMS. Approx 100 B&W postcard sized photos showing LMS 4-4-0 Compound locos in LMS and
BR livery. Reasonable quality. (100) £10
LMS. Approx 100 B&W postcard sized photos showing LMS locos in LMS and pre grouping
livery. Varying quality. (100) £10
LMS. Approx 100 B&W postcard sized photos showing LMS and constituents locos in pre
grouping LMS and BR livery. Varying quality. (100) £10
LMS. Approx 100 B&W postcard sized photos showing LMS locos in BR livery. Reasonable
quality. (100) £20
BR. Approx 100 B&W postcard sized photos showing BR Standard class 5 locos. Reasonable
quality. (100) £10
BR. Approx 100 B&W postcard sized photos showing ex WD Austerity 2-8-0 locos. Reasonable
quality. (100) £10
BR. Approx 150 B&W postcard sized photos showing BR(S) diesels, electrics and multiple units.
Reasonable quality. (150) £30
BR. Approx 100 B&W postcard sized photos showing BR Standard class locos. Reasonable
quality. (100) £20
DIESELS. Approx 100 B&W postcard sized photos showing BR diesel hydraulic locos.
Reasonable quality. (100) £20
DIESELS. Approx 100 B&W postcard sized photos showing BR pre TOPS diesel locos.
Reasonable quality. (100) £20
GERMANY. Approx 100 B&W postcard sized photos showing steam loco views in West and East
Germany circa 1950s - 1960s. Reasonable quality. (100) £20
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695
696
697
698

APPROX 50 6 x 5" official B&W photos of Drewry Car Company locomotives and railcars. Circa
1930s - 50s. Duplication. Good quality. (50) £10
ST.PANCRAS. Approx 120 10" x 8" official B&W photos showing views of St.Pancras station and
hotel. Many from official negatives showing early views, some from 1960s - 80s showing station
concourse views. Good quality. (Qty) £10
QUANTITY of variously sized B&W photos showing loco and station views, many in the Midlands
in the early 1960s. Some with their negatives. Plus approx 50 postcard sized photos of industrial
locos. Very variable quality. (Qty) £10
LARGE ALBUM containing approx 44 official B&W photos of pre grouping and pre nat wagon
stock, many built by Metropolitan Cammell and GR Turner. Variously sized photos up to 14" x
10". £10
RAILWAY EXECUTIVE LM Region album of official photographs of the "Overhead Equipment
Construction Vehicle". Approx 16 6½" x 4½" B&W photos in hardback covers. Circa early 1950s.
£10

699
700
701
702
703
704
705
706
707
708
709
710
711
712
713

ALBUM containing approx 125 postcard sized B&W photos of NBR tender locos in NBR and
LNER livery. Reasonable quality. £10
ALBUM containing approx 200 postcard sized B&W photos of NER G5 0-4-4 tank locos in LNER
and BR livery. Reasonable quality. £10
ALBUM containing approx 200 postcard sized B&W photos of NER J21 tender locos in LNER
and BR livery. Reasonable quality. £10
ALBUM containing approx 200 postcard sized B&W photos of NER J27 tender locos in LNER
and BR livery. Reasonable quality. £10
ALBUM containing approx 200 postcard sized B&W photos of NER J24 and J25 tender locos in
LNER and BR livery. Reasonable quality. £10
ALBUM containing approx 200 postcard sized B&W photos of NER J25 and J26 tender locos in
LNER and BR livery. Reasonable quality. £10
ALBUM containing approx 120 smaller sized B&W photos showing loco views circa mid 1950s early 1960s. Mainly East Midlands locations with a number on the Erewash Valley line. Varying
quality. £10
Album of 9½"x6¾" photos of BR(W) steam, Cambrian, Glos, West Country noted. £10
Album of 9½"x6¾" photos BR(M) steam, Lancs, Cumbria, Derbys, 1967/68. £10
Album of 9½"x6¾" photos, BR steam, SR, ER, WR, LMR, 1960s. £10
Album of 9½"x6¾" photos, BR steam, WR, SR, LMR, 1960s. £10
Two Albums of 9½"x6¾" photos, Diesels, West Country and Scotland, early 1970s. (2) £10
Two Albums of 9½"x6¾" photos, Diesels, Highlands, early 1970s. £10
Three Albums of 9½"x6¾" photos, WR, LMR etc, 1970s. £10
Album of 9½"x6½" photos, Rhymney Rail Tour 18/3/72. £10

Lots 714 - 743: Photographic Slides
714
715
716
717
718

APPROX 100 35mm colour slides showing diesel
identified. Appear reasonable quality. (100) £10
APPROX 100 35mm colour slides showing diesel
identified. Appear reasonable quality. (100) £10
APPROX 100 35mm colour slides showing diesel
identified. Appear reasonable quality. (100) £10
APPROX 100 35mm colour slides showing diesel
identified. Appear reasonable quality. (100) £10
APPROX 100 35mm colour slides showing diesel
identified. Appear reasonable quality. (100) £10
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loco views circa mid 1970s - 1980s. Some
loco views circa mid 1970s - 1980s. Some
loco views circa mid 1970s - 1980s. Some
loco views circa mid 1970s - 1980s. Some
loco views circa mid 1970s - 1980s. Some

719
720
721
722
723
724
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726
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731
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733
734
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736
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738
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APPROX 100 35mm colour slides showing diesel loco views circa mid 1970s - 1980s. Some
identified. Appear reasonable quality. (100) £10
APPROX 100 35mm colour slides showing diesel loco views circa mid 1970s - 1980s. Some
identified. Appear reasonable quality. (100) £10
APPROX 100 35mm colour slides showing diesel loco views circa mid 1970s - 1980s. Some
identified. Appear reasonable quality. (100) £10
APPROX 100 35mm colour slides showing diesel loco views circa mid 1970s - 1980s. Some
identified. Appear reasonable quality. (100) £10
APPROX 100 35mm colour slides showing diesel loco views circa mid 1970s - 1980s. Some
identified. Appear reasonable quality. (100) £10
APPROX 100 35mm colour slides showing diesel loco views circa mid 1970s - 1980s. Some
identified. Appear reasonable quality. (100) £10
APPROX 100 35mm colour slides showing diesel loco views circa mid 1970s - 1980s. Some
identified. Appear reasonable quality. (100) £10
APPROX 100 35mm colour slides showing diesel loco views circa mid 1970s - 1980s. Some
identified. Appear reasonable quality. (100) £10
APPROX 100 35mm colour slides showing diesel loco views circa mid 1970s - 1980s. Some
identified. Appear reasonable quality. (100) £10
APPROX 24 35mm colour slides showing diesel loco views at various locations in the 1970s and
early 1980s. Most identified. Appear reasonable quality. (24) £10
APPROX 32 35mm and larger colour slides showing BR steam loco views at various locations in
the 1960s. Most identified. Plus approx 21 similar showing preserved steam. Appear reasonable
quality. (53) £30
APPROX 34 35mm colour slides showing BR(S) loco views circa early 1960s, many on the Isle
of Wight. Not identified. Appear very variable quality. (34) £10
APPROX 40 larger sized unmounted colour slides showing overseas loco views in Europe,
China, America and Australasia. Appear circa 1950s - 70s. Not identified. Appear reasonable
quality. (40) £10
APPROX 50 35mm colour slides showing mostly loco views in South Africa, Mozambique and
Zimbabwe circa 1960 - 90. Most not identified. Appear reasonable quality. (50) £10
APPROX 67 35mm colour slides showing steam and diesel loco views circa 1966-67. Locations
include Dent, Shap, Tyseley, Carnforth. Includes a few preserved. Most identified. Appear
reasonable quality. (67) £10
APPROX 70 35mm colour slides showing mostly loco views in South America including El
Salvador, Argentina, Chile and Uruguay circa 1988 - 96. Most identified. Appear reasonable
quality. (70) £10
APPROX 80 35mm colour slides showing mostly loco views in Eastern Europe including
Hungary, Bulgaria, Romania and Russia circa 1972 - 92. Not identified. Appear reasonable
quality. (80) £10
APPROX 87 35mm colour slides showing steam loco views circa 1966, mainly at Southern
Region locations. Includes LMR, shipping and preserved. Most identified. Appear reasonable
quality. (87) £10
APPROX 90 35mm colour slides showing mostly loco views in France, Austria, Corsica, Spain,
Germany, etc circa 1970s - 2010. Some identified. Appear reasonable quality. (90) £10
BUSES. Approx 100 35mm colour slides showing bus views at various locations in the 1960s 90s. Most identified. Reasonable quality. (100) £10
BUSES. Approx 100 35mm colour slides showing bus views at various locations in the 1960s 90s. Most identified. Reasonable quality. (100) £10
BUSES. Approx 100 35mm colour slides showing bus views at various locations in the 1960s 90s. Most identified. Reasonable quality. (100) £10
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741
742
743

BUSES. Approx 100 35mm colour slides showing bus views at various locations in the 1960s 90s. Most identified. Reasonable quality. (100) £10
BUSES. Approx 100 35mm colour slides showing bus views at various locations in the 1960s 90s. Most identified. Reasonable quality. (100) £10
BUSES. Approx 100 35mm colour slides showing bus views at various locations in the 1960s 90s. Most identified. Reasonable quality. (100) £10

Lots 744 - 788: Photographic Negatives
744
745
746
747
748
749
750
751
752
753
754
755
756
757
758
759
760
761
762

APPROX 50 35mm and larger B&W negatives showing steam loco views, many on LM, Eastern
and Southern regions circa 1930s - 50s. All identified, appear reasonable quality. (50) £10
APPROX 98 35mm B&W negatives in strips showing steam loco views in NW England and
the midlands in 1966 and 1967. Locations include Low Moor, Blackpool, Toton and Derby. Not
identified, appear reasonable quality. (98) £10
APPROX 50 35mm and larger B&W negatives showing ex GWR loco views in the 1950s and
60s. All identified, appear reasonable quality. (50) £10
APPROX 50 larger format B&W negatives showing 1950s & 60s loco views at various locations.
All identified, appear reasonable quality. (50) £10
APPROX 50 larger format B&W negatives showing 1950s & 60s loco views at various locations.
Some identified, appear reasonable quality. (50) £10
APPROX 50 larger format B&W negatives showing 1950s & 60s loco views at various locations.
Not identified, appear reasonable quality. (50) £10
APPROX 50 35mm and larger B&W negatives showing ex GWR loco views in the 1960s. All
identified, appear reasonable quality. (50) £10
APPROX 50 35mm and larger B&W negatives showing ex LNER, LMS and SR loco views in the
1930s - 50s. All identified, appear reasonable quality. (50) £10
APPROX 50 larger format B&W negatives showing 1950s & 60s loco views at various locations.
Not identified, appear reasonable quality. (50) £10
APPROX 50 larger format B&W negatives showing 1950s & 60s loco views at various locations.
Not identified, appear reasonable quality. (50) £10
APPROX 96 35mm B&W negatives in strips showing steam loco views in NW England in 1966.
Locations include Carnforth. Not identified, appear reasonable quality. (96) £10
APPROX 97 35mm B&W negatives in strips showing steam loco views in NW and NE England
in 1966 and 1967. Locations include Scout Green, Rose Grove, Hellifield, Tyne Dock. Not
identified, appear reasonable quality. (97) £10
APPROX 78 variously sized B&W negatives showing steam loco views. Various locations, some
appear to be at Derby circa 1950s and 60s. Not identified, varying quality. Plus two unrelated
spotters notebooks. (78) £10
APPROX 120 variously sized B&W negatives showing industrial loco views circa 1950s & 60s.
Not identified. Appear reasonable quality. (120) £10
APPROX 150 variously sized B&W negatives showing UK steam and diesel views circa 1950s
& 60s. Not identified. Appear reasonable quality. (150) £10
APPROX 18 larger sized B&W negatives (including glass) showing loco views circa 1920s &
30s. Not identified. Varying quality. Buyer to collect. (18) £10
APPROX 63 larger sized B&W negatives showing ex LMS loco views circa late 1940s - 1967. All
filed in separate packets and marked with details. Appear reasonable quality. (63) £24
APPROX 63 larger format B&W negatives showing ex LNER Pacific loco views circa late 1950s
- early 1960s. All filed in separate packets and marked with details. Appear reasonable quality.
(63) £24
APPROX 50 larger format B&W negatives showing ex LNER loco views circa mid 1950s - early
1960s. All filed in separate packets and marked with details. Appear reasonable quality. (50) £20
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764

APPROX 53 larger format B&W negatives showing BR Standard loco views circa mid 1950s early 1960s. All filed in separate packets and marked with details. Appear reasonable quality.
(53) £16
APPROX 44 larger format B&W negatives showing BR(W) diesel loco views circa late 1950s mid 1960s. All filed in separate packets and marked with details. Appear reasonable quality. (44)
£10

765
766
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APPROX 48 larger format B&W negatives showing BR(S) diesel loco views in the 1960s. All filed
in separate packets and marked with details. Appear reasonable quality. (48) £10
APPROX 50 larger format B&W negatives showing BR(E) and BR(ScR) diesel loco views circa
late 1950s - mid 1960s. All filed in separate packets and marked with details. Appear reasonable
quality. (50) £10
APPROX 5 6½" x 5" B&W mostly glass negatives showing early views of GWR broad gauge loco
3023 Swallow. Appear reasonable quality. Buyer to collect. (5) £10
APPROX 19 4¼" x 3¼" B&W mostly glass negatives showing early views including Liskeard
and Caradon Railway, Saltash Bridge, Newquay Harbour incline, Clifton Suspension Bridge,
Coombe Viaduct, etc. Appear reasonable quality. Buyer to collect. (19) £10
APPROX 34 2½" x 1" B&W glass negatives showing GWR loco views circa 1930s. Most
identified. Reasonable quality. Buyer to collect. (34) £10
APPROX 70 larger format B&W negatives showing ex LNER steam loco views in the 1950s &
60s. All filed in separate packets and marked with details. Appear reasonable quality. (70) £10
APPROX 70 larger format B&W negatives showing ex GWR steam loco views in the 1950s &
60s. All filed in separate packets and marked with details. Appear reasonable quality. (70) £10
APPROX 70 larger format B&W negatives showing ex GWR steam loco views in the 1950s &
60s. All filed in separate packets and marked with details. Appear reasonable quality. (70) £10
APPROX 70 larger format B&W negatives showing ex GWR steam loco views in the 1950s &
60s. All filed in separate packets and marked with details. Appear reasonable quality. (70) £10
APPROX 70 larger format B&W negatives showing ex GWR steam loco views in the 1950s &
60s. All filed in separate packets and marked with details. Appear reasonable quality. (70) £10
APPROX 70 larger format B&W negatives showing ex GWR steam loco views in the 1950s &
60s. All filed in separate packets and marked with details. Appear reasonable quality. (70) £10
APPROX 150 variously sized B&W negatives showing loco and infrastructure views in Europe
including Yugoslavia, Austria, Switzerland, Holland, Germany, etc, some dating from the 1930s.
Most not identified. Appear reasonable quality. (150) £10
APPROX 159 mostly larger format B&W negatives showing diesel and electric (plus a few steam)
loco views at various European locations circa 1960 - 1964. All identified. Appear reasonable
quality. (159) £24
APPROX 75 35mm and larger B&W negatives showing rail views in Holland, Germany, Belgium
and Portugal circa 1960s - 80s. Appear reasonable quality. (75) £10
BUSES. Approx 150 35mm B&W negatives in strips showing 1970s bus views. All identified,
appear reasonable quality. (150) £10
BUSES. Approx 150 35mm B&W negatives in strips showing 1970s bus views. All identified,
appear reasonable quality. (150) £10
BUSES. Approx 150 35mm B&W negatives in strips showing 1970s bus views. All identified,
appear reasonable quality. (150) £10
BUSES. Approx 150 35mm B&W negatives in strips showing 1970s bus views. All identified,
appear reasonable quality. (150) £10
BUSES. Approx 150 35mm B&W negatives in strips showing 1970s bus views. All identified,
appear reasonable quality. (150) £10
BUSES. Approx 150 35mm B&W negatives in strips showing 1970s bus views. All identified,
appear reasonable quality. (150) £10
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786
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BUSES. Approx 150 35mm B&W negatives
appear reasonable quality. (150) £10
BUSES. Approx 150 35mm B&W negatives
appear reasonable quality. (150) £10
BUSES. Approx 150 35mm B&W negatives
appear reasonable quality. (150) £10
BUSES. Approx 150 35mm B&W negatives
appear reasonable quality. (150) £10

in strips showing 1970s bus views. All identified,
in strips showing 1970s bus views. All identified,
in strips showing 1970s bus views. All identified,
in strips showing 1970s bus views. All identified,

Lots 789 - 869: Posters

(d/r = double royal, 25"x40", q/r = quad royal, 50"x40")

789
790
791
792
793
794
795
796
797
798
799
800
801
802
803
804
805

BR(M) q/r coloured pictorial poster "Ribblesdale" with artwork by Greene showing small village
and countryside. Dated 1959. Folded and creased, edge wear, large tears with tape repairs on
back. £10
LMS q/r coloured poster "Fleetwood for the Complete Holiday". Yellow, blue and orange artwork,
circa 1938. Folded and creased, some edge wear. £10
LNER q/r timetable poster for North British Section branch line services. Dated September 1939.
Folded. £10
LMS q/r coloured poster "The Call of the Hills and the Sea - Campbeltown is the place for you".
Brown and green print on yellow paper, dated 1938. Folded and creased, damp staining and
corner loss. £10
REGIONAL RAILWAYS q/r diagram of local lines in NW England. Circa 1980s. Folded and with
some staining. £10
BR(NE) d/r pictorial poster "York" showing coloured view of The Shambles by Linford. Dated
January 1962. Folded, large tear and tape repair on rear. £10
BR(NE) d/r coloured pictorial poster "Beverley Minster" showing view of the Percy Tomb by
Kenneth Steel. Circa early 1950s. Folded. £10
COOK'S d/r coloured pictorial poster "Tickets for all Shipping Lines here at Cooks" showing
illustrations of major passenger ships by Hanna. Undated. £10
LNER d/r pictorial poster with artwork by Frank Newbould showing view of Tower of London and
Tower Bridge in orange and blue at top leaving bottom half blank for messages to be written in.
Edge creasing. £10
BR(W) d/r coloured pictorial poster "I'd rather stay in Plymouth" showing view of Francis Drake
and globe by Lander. Dated 1961. £10
BR(E) d/r coloured pictorial poster "British Railways London - ask for details of the reduced fares
available from this station" with Donald Blake artwork showing iconic London view. Circa 1960s.
Folded. £10
BR(E) d/r coloured pictorial poster "British Railways Cambridge" with Donald Blake artwork
showing college and students. Circa 1960s. Folded. £10
BR(E) d/r coloured artwork and photographic pictorial poster "Suffolk Coast - how to get there by
train" with artwork by Lander. Circa 1960s. Folded, some wear. £10
BR(S) d/r pictorial poster "Visit Arundel Castle" showing green and black illustration of castle by
Lander. Dated 1977. £10
BR(W) d/r pictorial poster "New Diesel Trains - improved suburban services" listing Birmingham
area services. Artwork by Wolstenholme showing speeding DMU. Dated 1957. £10
BRB d/r photographic poster "That was a good day that was" showing photo of couple on pier
and suggestions for days out. Possibly 1963. Rolled. Plus another similar showing shells on
beach and one showing a cat. (3) £10
BR d/r pictorial poster showing East Ham Carriage Servicing Depot built as part of the
modernisation programme showing black and red coloured view of the facility. Dated 1961. £10
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BR(W) d/r coloured pictorial poster "Western Region Car Tourist Service to Devon and Cornwall"
showing maroon, yellow and black artwork. Dated 1959. £10
BR d/r photographic poster "You're in Luck with Week-end Tickets" showing dice and advertising
cheap fares. Circa early 1970s. Folded, edge tears. £10
BR(W) d/r photographic poster "Join the Cardiff Crewe Train Set" showing view of woman
drinking tea. Circa early 1970s. Folded. £10
BR(W) d/r photographic poster "Business Expressions" showing smiling woman advertising the
South Wales Pullman. Dated 1962. Slight edge creasing. £10
BR(W) d/r coloured poster advertising the "Night Western" service from Paddington to the West
Country on Saturday nights. Blue, orange and yellow coloured, dated 1960. £10
BR(S) d/r coloured poster advertising cheap tickets from Waterloo to Portsmouth & Southsea.
Orange, green and blue print, circa mid 1960s. Folded. £10
BRITISH TRANSPORT HOTELS d/r pictorial poster "Winterbreak Weekends" advertising
weekends in Scotland showing coloured photo view of happy couple. Circa early 1970s. Folded.
£10

813
814
815
816
817
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819
820
821
822
823

NETWORK SOUTH EAST d/r pictorial poster "Winchester" showing coloured view of the
cathedral by Edward Pond. Dated 1989. £10
NETWORK SOUTH EAST d/r pictorial poster "Chichester" showing coloured view of Market
Cross by Edward Pond. Dated 1989. £10
NETWORK SOUTH EAST d/r pictorial poster "Windsor by train" showing coloured view of castle
by Edward Pond. Dated 1989. Slight creasing. £10
BTC d/r system map of Britain and Ireland. Coloured design, dated 1962. Folded. £10
BTC d/r system map of Britain and Ireland. Coloured design, dated 1962. Folded. £10
AMERICAN wartime 36" x 24" coloured pictorial poster "Produce for Victory" showing sailors
clinging to life raft. Dated 1942. Folded. £10
NBR Silloth Route 14" x 8" hanging card timetable poster for sailings from Silloth to Liverpool,
Douglas and Dublin. Dated December 1904. Fares on rear. Good condition for age. £10
NBR d/r timetable poster "New Route via Tay Bridge" showing through timetable for services
between Inverness and King's Cross. Blue print, dated April 1888. Folded, slight edge wear. £10
HIGHLAND RAILWAY d/r letterpress poster "The Great Highland Show" at Dumfries in July
1922. Red and black print, folded and with fold tears, some large. £10
MIDLAND & NORTH STAFFORDSHIRE RAILWAY d/r letterpress poster advertising "Midsummer
Trips to Alton Towers and Dovedale" from Leeds and Normanton area. Dated July 1873. Printed
on yellow paper. Large fold tears, paper brittle/fragile. £10
MIDLAND RAILWAY d/r letterpress poster advertising excursion to Scarborough, Whitby, Filey
and Bridlington from the Sheffield area. Dated September 1895. Printed on yellow paper. Fragile.
£10

824
825
826
827
828

L&Y and NER d/r letterpress poster advertising the Zeebrugge route to Belgium (Ghent
Exhibition), Germany and Switzerland via Hull. Brown, green and yellow print, dated 1913. Poor,
areas of loss, mounted on thick card. £10
FISHGUARD AND ROSSLARE RAILWAYS AND HARBOURS COMPANY d/r letterpress poster
"Byelaws". Green print, dated March 1961. Folded. £10
BIG 4 d/r letterpress poster "The Railways are Short of Carriages" re delays in returning carriage
stock to service due to lack of materials and skilled men. Maroon coloured print, dated March
1946. Folded. £10
BIG 4 d/r letterpress poster re curtailment of services due to circumstances. Dated August 1939.
Folded. £10
BIG 4 & LT d/r letterpress poster "On and from 6th October 1941 all trains serving this station will
be 3rd class only". Green and black lettering with ornate orange border. Undated, folded. £10
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GWR d/r letterpress poster advertising the Chester triennial music festival. Brown and blue print,
dated July 1897. Folded and with faults. Some staining. £10
LNER d/r letterpress poster re suspension of passenger and goods services in the Eastern
Counties while evacuation of the civilian population is proceeding. Dated July 1940. Folded. £10
LNER d/r letterpress poster announcing the curtailment of certain services to and from King's
Cross to meet government emergency requirements. Red print listing services affected, dated
February but no year. Probably 1940. Folded. £10
LNER d/r letterpress poster advertising 3rd class weekly season tickets between Marylebone
and Wembley Hill and Exhibition stations. Red, grey and black print, dated May 1925. Edge wear
and tears. £10
LNER d/r letterpress poster "Furniture Removals by Road and Rail - Currie's in association with
LNER". Red and blue lettering with yellow and black border. Undated, folded. £10
LNER d/r letterpress poster "Pwllheli on the Cambrian Riviera". Red and blue print, undated.
Folded and with edge tears. £10
BR(W) d/r photographic timetable poster "Rheidol Valley" showing illustration of loco No.7 in
countryside with timetable of services for 1966. Folded, edge tears and wear. £10
BR(W) d/r letterpress poster "Stolen Comfort" re bulbs, mirrors, cushions, curtains, etc being
stolen from carriages. Red and green print, circa early 1950s. Folded. edges creased. £10
RAILWAY EXECUTIVE d/r letterpress poster "Railway Wagons and Sheets" asking traders to
avoid detention of rolling stock. Dated September 1939. £10
BR(S) d/r letterpress poster announcing the withdrawal of passenger services from Bournemouth
West station. Red print, dated 1965. Folded. £10
BR(M) d/r letterpress poster "Public Notice" re the permanent closure of stations on the Bala to
Blaenau Festiniog line and the temporary closure of other stations until the completion of the
connection between Blaenau Festiniog Central and North. Dated December 1960. Folded and
creased. £10
BR(W) d/r letterpress poster advertising Holiday Runabout tickets in the Cotswolds, Shakespeare
Country, etc. Red and blue print, dated April 1950. £10
BR(W) d/r letterpress poster advertising Holiday Runabout tickets in Valley of the Dee and
Cambrian Coast areas. Red and blue print, dated April 1950. £10
BR(W) d/r coloured poster advertising travel bargains to Gloucester and Cheltenham Spa from
South Wales stations. Blue, turquoise and black print, dated June 1964. Folded. £10
BR(M) d/r letterpress poster advertising "Trips by Train" to Stockport and Manchester from
Leamington Spa, Birmingham, etc. Brown and red print, dated 1964. Very creased and crumpled,
tear and loss at folds. £10
LNER 30" x 20" train departures poster for Felixstowe Town dated July 1939. Creased. £10
LNER d/r train departures poster for Norwich Thorpe station dated April 1940. Green print on thin
card. £10
BR(M) d/r train departures poster for Nottingham Victoria station dated June 1965. Folded. £10
BR(M) d/r train departures poster for Leighton Buzzard and Cheddington stations dated
September 1963. Folded. £10
BR(M) 20" x 12" train departures poster for Leicester Central station dated June 1964. Folded.
£10

BR(M) d/r train departures poster for Nottingham Victoria station dated June 1965. Folded and
with large edge tears. £10
BR(W) d/r train departures poster probably for Truro station (although not stated as such) dated
May 1976. Folded. £10
BR(M) d/r train departures poster for Manchester Central station dated May 1968. Folded. £10
BR(M) d/r weekdays only train departures poster for Nottingham Victoria station dated September
1966. Folded, a little creased. £10
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853
854
855
856
857
858
859
860
861
862
863
864
865
866
867
868
869

BR(M) d/r train departures poster for Derby Midland station dated June 1953. Folded. £10
BR(M) d/r train departures poster for Derby Midland station dated September 1964. Folded. £10
BR(M) d/r train departures poster for Derby Midland station dated September 1965. Folded. £10
BR(M) d/r train departures poster for Wellingborough Midland Road and London Road stations
dated September 1963. Folded. £10
BR(W) d/r letterpress poster advertising a special excursion from Cheltenham Spa (St.James) to
Bristol and Weston super Mare (Locking Road), July 1957. Red and green print. Folded. £10
BR(M) 20" x 12" train departures poster for Mansfield Town station dated September 1964 (last
one before closure). Folded. £10
BR(E) d/r train departures poster for Chesterfield station dated May 1968. Folded. £10
BR(E) d/r train departures poster for Chesterfield station dated October 1968. Folded. £10
BR(S) timetable poster showing steamer services between Lymington Pier and Yarmouth. 24" x
20", dated September 1960. Folded. £10
BR(S) q/r timetable poster for Saturday services between London and Haywards Heath,
Brighton, Eastbourne, Bexhill, Hastings. Dated June 1964. Folded. £10
BR(E) d/r timetable poster for ECML services between King's Cross and Scotland. Dated
September 1958. Folded. £10
BR(S) q/r timetable poster for services from London to Dartford, Gravesend Central, Allhallows,
Strood, Chatham, Gillingham (Kent), etc. Dated June 1961. Folded. £10
BR(E) d/r timetable poster for Grantham, Nottingham and Derby services. Dated November
1959. Folded. £10
BR(M) d/r timetable poster for London - Bedford, London - Barking, Hatfield - Dunstable services.
Dated September 1964. Very creased, loss bottom r/h corner affecting text. £10
WELSH HIGHLAND RAILWAY 26" x 17" timetable poster showing WHR services and
connections with the LMS and GWR. Red and black print, dated March 1924. Folded, small fold
tears. £10
ISLE OF MAN STEAM PACKET COMPANY 36" x 24" letterpress poster advertising weekly
service between Douglas and Greenore. Red and blue print, dated 1883. Laid on board. £10
ISLE OF MAN RAILWAY COMPANY timetable poster. Blue print, 30" x 22" dated May 1932.
Folded. £10

Lot 870: Coats of Arms
870

BR 14" x 12" decal type adhesive transfers showing Eastfield depot Scottie dog. Unused, folded.
£10

End of Postal Auction Section
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Alpha Lots

The following lots will be sold to the highest bidder as determined by the Auctioneers on
receipt of the special “Alpha Lot Bidding Slips” handed in before the 1:00pm deadline on
Saturday 1st December at Stoneleigh Park.
The bidding increments as defined in paragraph 4 of our Postal Auction Terms and
Conditions of Sale apply also to this Auction.

The Alpha Lots Auction results will be known at around 2:30pm. An announcement will be
made in the main auction hall. Lots must be removed by successful bidders before 3:30pm.
We regret that Alpha Lots are not available to postal bidders. Postal bidders wishing to bid
on Alpha Lots should use the services of a proxy, who must pay for and remove any items
successfully bid for on the postal bidder’s behalf, before the 3:30pm deadline.

An 18% buyer’s premium (including VAT) will be added to the invoice for all lots in the Alpha
Lots section of this catalogue.
Please note: all Alpha Lots are sold as seen and are not subject to return.
The price shown in italics against each lot is the reserve.

Lots 1001 - 1130: Alpha Lots
1001
1002
1003
1004
1005
1006
1007
1008
1009
1010
1011
1012
1013
1014
1015
1016
1017
1018
1019
1020
1021
1022

Quantity of bound magazines including Motive Power Monthly, Vintage LNER, Midland Record,
Highland Railway Journal, etc. £10
Quantity of posters, mostly from the 1970s & 80s. £10
Quantity of softback books. £10
Quantity of luggage labels and platform tickets. £10
Box of hardback books including wagon interest. £10
Box of Ian Allan ABC type publications. £10
Quantity of softback books. £10
Quantity of softback books in the "Lost Railways of" series. £10
Quantity of softback books. £10
Box of appendices and similar. £10
Quantity of softback books including bus and tram interest. £10
Quantity of signalling instructions. £10
Quantity of softback books. £10
Quantity of posters, mostly from the 1970s & 80s. £10
Quantity of bus and tram related hardback and softback books. £10
Box of WTTs and PTTs. £10
Quantity of hardback and softback books. £10
Box of WTTs. £10
Quantity of hardback and softback books. £10
Quantity of tickets, mostly bus. £10
Quantity of hardback and softback books. £10
Quantity of modern posters. £10
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1023
1024
1025
1026
1027
1028
1029
1030
1031
1032
1033
1034
1035
1036
1037
1038
1039
1040
1041
1042
1043
1044
1045
1046
1047
1048
1049
1050
1051
1052
1053
1054
1055
1056
1057
1058
1059
1060
1061
1062
1063
1064
1065
1066
1067
1068
1069

Quantity of softback books. £10
Small quantity of plans and diagrams. £10
Quantity of hardback books. £10
Small quantity of plans and maps including RCH. £10
Quantity of hardback books. £10
Quantity of posters, mostly from the 1970s & 80s. £10
Quantity of hardback books. £10
Box of WTTs. £10
Quantity of softback books. £10
Box of ephemera. £10
Quantity of hardback books. £10
Box of ephemera and a few books. £10
Quantity of hardback books. £10
Box of ephemera including a few larger sized photos. £10
Quantity of softback books. £10
Box of ephemera including GWR interest. £10
Quantity of hardback books. £10
Quantity of ephemera including accident reports. £10
Quantity of softback books. £10
Quantity of maps, plans and posters. £10
Quantity of softback books. £10
Box of ephemera. £10
Quantity of hardback books. £10
Box of ephemera and a few books. £10
Quantity of softback books. £10
Small quantity of ephemera including overseas timetables and repro badges. £10
Quantity of hardback books. £10
Quantity of ephemera including NER interest. £10
Quantity of hardback books. £10
Quantity of bound LNER Magazine. £10
Quantity of hardback books. £10
Box of ephemera including overseas. £10
Quantity of softback books. £10
Quantity of canal related books and Waterways magazines. £10
Quantity of softback books. £10
Quantity of bus and tram material including photos. £10
Quantity of hardback books. £10
Small quantity of model railway catalogues including Bassett - Lowke. £10
Quantity of hardback books. £10
Box of ephemera. £10
Quantity of hardback and softback books. £10
Box of ephemera. Mostly WTTs. £10
Quantity of mostly hardback books. £10
Quantity of ephemera and booklets. £10
Quantity of mostly hardback books. £10
Box of early publications. Some official. £10
Quantity of hardback and softback books. £10
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1070
1071
1072
1073
1074
1075
1076
1077
1078
1079
1080
1081
1082
1083
1084
1085
1086
1087
1088
1089
1090
1091
1092
1093
1094
1095
1096
1097
1098
1099
1100
1101
1102
1103
1104
1105
1106
1107
1108
1109
1110
1111
1112
1113
1114
1115

Small quantity of miscellaneous items and books. £10
Box of mostly hardback books. £10
Quantity of tickets, loose and in albums. £10
Quantity of mostly hardback books. £10
Box of ephemera including signalling interest. £10
Quantity of hardback and softback books relating to overseas railways. £10
Box of ephemera. Mostly overseas interest. £10
Quantity of tram related hardback and softback books. £10
Box of railway publicity leaflets. £10
Quantity of hardback books. £10
Quantity of ephemera and miscellaneous items including photos. Bus and rail related. Plus a few
books. £10
Quantity of hardback books. £10
Box of railway publicity leaflets. £10
Quantity of softback books. £10
Quantity of ephemera and miscellaneous items including photos. Bus and rail related. £10
Box of softback books. £10
Box of ephemera including WTTs. £10
Box of softback books. £10
Box of ephemera including WTTs. £10
Box of softback books. £10
Box of ephemera. £10
Box of hardback books. £10
Box of railway acts. £10
Box of softback books in the Past and Present series. £10
Box of Blackburn related ephemera including early items. £10
Box of mostly hardback books. £10
Box of ephemera including shipping related. £10
Box of railway publicity leaflets. £10
Quantity of tickets including Edmondson and APTIS. £10
Box of mostly hardback books. £10
Box of ephemera, mostly Scottish interest. £10
Quantity of hardback and softback books. £10
Box of ephemera, mostly GWR official publications. £10
Quantity of hardback and softback books. £10
Small quantity of SR and BR(S) magazines and hardback books. £10
Box of mostly softback books. £10
Quantity of signalling notices, mostly BR(S). £10
Quantity of hardback and softback books. £10
Quantity of ephemera including signalling interest and IRRS booklets. £10
Quantity of wagon labels including pre grouping. £10
Box of ephemera including technical course notes. £10
Quantity of posters, mostly from the 1970s & 80s. £10
Box of ephemera. £10
Quantity of DVDs including European Railway interest. £10
Box of ephemera including freight stock diagram books. £10
Quantity of posters, mostly from the 1970s & 80s. £10
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1116
1117
1118
1119
1120
1121
1122
1123
1124
1125
1126
1127
1128
1129
1130

Box of ephemera. £10
Quantity of hardback and softback books. £10
Box of ephemera including freight stock diagram books. £10
Quantity of hardback and softback books. £10
Box of ephemera. £10
Quantity of DVDs including European Railway interest. £10
Quantity of posters, mostly from the 1970s & 80s. £10
Small quantity of ephemera and books. £10
Small quantity of GWR gradient diagrams and miscellaneous items. £10
Box of "Signalling Record" journal of the Signalling Record Society from issue 1. £10
Quantity of Lightmoor Press published "Railway Archive" from issue 1 and "Archive" from issue
1. £10
Quantity of Railway Observer and SLS Journals and indexes. £10
Approx 13 volumes of GA Pryer published GWR and SR signalbox diagrams and a small quantity
of OS maps. £10
Two BR posters mounted on board. Timetable Marylebone - Manchester 1958, Nottingham
Victoria departures June 1957. £10
Box of ephemera including overseas interest. £10

Lots 1401 - 1434: Alpha Lots (Photographic)
1401
1402
1403
1404
1405
1406
1407
1408
1409
1410
1411
1412
1413
1414
1415
1416
1417
1418

Quantity of photos in folders showing before and after type views of stations, signalboxes,
infrastructure, etc at various locations. £10
Approx 1000 B&W photos of rail subjects. £10
Quantity of photos in albums showing steam and diesel loco views. £10
Approx 900 35mm slides showing bus and coach views in the 1980s and 90s. £10
Quantity of photos in folders showing before and after type views of stations, signalboxes,
infrastructure, etc at locations in the East Midlands including Midland main line and GC main
line. £10
Quantity of larger sized B&W photos showing steam subjects. £10
Quantity of photos in folders showing before and after type views of stations, signalboxes,
infrastructure, etc at locations in NW England. £10
Large quantity of modern colour photos showing views of UK modern traction and signalboxes.
£10

Quantity of photos in albums. Mostly Scottish interest. £10
Large quantity of modern colour photos showing views of Irish railways and signalboxes. £10
Quantity of photos in folders showing before and after type views of stations, signalboxes,
infrastructure, etc at locations in North Yorkshire and NE England. £10
Large quantity of modern colour photos showing views of European railways. £10
Quantity of photos in albums. Diesel loco views circa 1970s - 2000s. £10
Large quantity of modern colour photos showing views of UK heritage railways and UK stations
and signs. £10
Quantity of photos in folders showing before and after type views of stations, signalboxes,
infrastructure, etc at ex GWR locations. £10
Large quantity of modern colour photos showing views of trams and buses worldwide. £10
Quantity of photos in folders showing before and after type views of stations, signalboxes,
infrastructure, etc at locations in Wales, West Country and the West Midlands. £10
Large quantity of modern colour photos showing views of railways in north and south America,
Asia and Africa. £10
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1419
1420
1421
1422
1423
1424
1425
1426
1427
1428
1429
1430
1431
1432
1433
1434

Quantity of photos in folders showing before and after type views of stations, signalboxes,
infrastructure, etc at locations in Derbyshire, Nottinghamshire and Yorkshire. £10
Large quantity of modern colour photos showing views of narrow gauge and diesels worldwide.
£10

Quantity of photos in folders showing before and after type views of stations, signalboxes,
infrastructure, etc on ex GNR and GER lines. £10
Large quantity of photos, many showing station and signalbox views. £10
Quantity of photos in folders showing before and after type views of stations, signalboxes,
infrastructure, etc at locations in Manchester, Liverpool and the North West. £10
Large quantity of copy negatives. £10
Quantity of photos in albums. Modern image views. £10
Quantity of larger sized B&W photos showing UK steam and diesel. £10
Quantity of photos in albums including station views. £10
Quantity of photos in albums. £10
Quantity of larger sized B&W photos showing UK steam and diesel. £10
Quantity of 35mm slides. Rail subjects. £10
Quantity of colour and B&W photos showing UK steam and diesel. £10
Quantity of 35mm slides showing steam and diesel. £10
Five photo albums containing larger sized B&W photos of UK steam circa 1950s and earlier. £10
Approx 300 larger sized B&W photos showing UK steam locos. £10

End of Auction

Future Postal Auction Dates

The next auction will be on view at Stoneleigh on 2nd March 2019 and quality items are now
being accepted for this Sale and for future Sales in June and September 2019. Please see the
organisers for information and advice.
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Routes to the Stoneleigh Auction

By Road from M40 Motorway
•

Leave the M40 at Junction 15 and take the A46 dual carriageway towards Coventry.

•

Follow the signs for National Agricultural Centre or NAC Stoneleigh Park until you see
signs for Stoneleigh Park. Follow these signs to the Stoneleigh Park main entrance on the
B4113.

By Road from M6 or M69 Motorways
•

Leave the M6 at Junction 2 and take the A45 towards Warwick. If you are taking the M69,
continue onto the A46 in the direction signposted for Warwick and M40.

•

Follow the signs for National Agricultural Centre or NAC Stoneleigh Park until you see
signs for Stoneleigh Park. Follow these signs to the Stoneleigh Park main entrance on the
B4113.

By Road from Northbound M1 Motorway
•

Leave the M1 at Junction 17 and take the M45 towards Coventry.

•

Stay on the M45 until you see signs for A45 Coventry, not the earlier signs for the A45 to
Daventry. Join the A45 and continue along it until you can take the A46 towards Warwick.

•

Follow the signs for National Agricultural Centre or NAC Stoneleigh Park until you see
signs for Stoneleigh Park. Follow these signs to the Stoneleigh Park main entrance on the
B4113.

Railway Stations

Coventry 4½ miles, Leamington Spa 4¾ miles, Warwick Parkway 6 miles. All these stations
have taxi ranks. A bus service for the benefit of auction visitors has been arranged to run from
Coventry station (see below for details).
Private Bus Service from Coventry Station

A private bus has been arranged to run an hourly service to the auction. Nominal departure
times from Coventry station to the auction are 8, 9, 10 & 11am, but with variation for actual
train arrivals. The bus will depart Stoneleigh for the station at 2, 3, 4 & 5pm.
On Site at Stoneleigh Park

The main entrance to Stoneleigh Park is on the B4113. Inside the main entrance there will be
a signpost showing the direction to the auction. From the main entrance follow Avenue M (the
main road onto the site) until you get to the Warwick Complex. If you are driving a car, please
proceed on to the signposted car park for the auction. Stareton Hall where the auction is held,
is on 10th Street, which is the turning off Avenue M next to the The Warwick Complex.
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Advertisement

If you are interested in the lots in this
catalogue you should attend the premier
events for transport collectors.
Lots on offer for every collector.
Many leading dealers and private traders in attendance.
Books. Many out-of-print and hard to find titles.
Official Publicity. Big 4, pre-grouping and bus companies.
Transport ephemera. Including handbills, luggage & wagon labels.
Tickets. Wide range of old and not-so-old transport tickets.
Photographs & Postcards. Large selection of transport subjects.
Collectables. Selection of small railwayana and other items.

BURTON ON TRENT TRANSPORT COLLECTORS'
FAIR

BURTON ON TRENT TOWN HALL

MARCH 9th 2019
NOVEMBER 2nd 2019
CHISWICK TRANSPORT COLLECTORS'
FAIR
CHISWICK TOWN HALL, HEATHFIELD TERRACE, LONDON

JANUARY 5th 2019
JULY 6th 2019
Quality events from TOBAZ PROMOTIONS
Organisers: Tony Hillman & Barry Jones 0780 8859159
http://www.tobaz.co.uk

